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Nevl Series No. 1091

SENATE URGED TO
BAN INDUCTIONS
BUT EXTEND BILL

PROGRESSIVE' H our NEWSrorR
PAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Mrs. J. A. Rogers
Dies Suddenly ,
Saturday ‘,/

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday

Afternoon, June 6, 1946

Miss Mildred Dunn SCOUT DAY CAMP
TY HOLLAND TO BE Graduates
From U.K.
SUPERVISOR OF Has Graves Co. Job ITO OPEN MONDAY
1IN CITY PARK
CITY PARK v

Vol. XVI; No. 23

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

Eleven From Counts
To Attend State Meet

58 Die, 200 Hurt As Fire
Chicago Loop Hotel;•
Men Victims

•
Calloway County 4-H Club win- ,
ners will go to Lexington Monday. June 10, to attend the 23rd Hits
Mrs. Edith Mayfield Rogers, 56,
annual Junior Week, which w:!I
a well-known matron of the coung
g
a
•
be held on the University of K. .
ty, died suddenly Saturday after.
The City Park Committee met
campus.
to
noon at her home near Lynn
I
for the first time this year, at the
Grove from a heart attack.
Those going are: Janet Key and Hopkinsville
Bank of Murray, Tuesday afterJean Hutson, foods demonstration:
Mrs. Rogers was admired and
noon with the Rev. T. H. Mullins
Jennell Foy. canned foods judgloved by all who knew her. She
Jr., chairman. presiding.
ing: Marion Workman, dress rewas a devoted mother and wife,
:committee members presOther
The third annual Girl Scout Day vue; Ronald Thompson and Willa loyal friend. She was a
WASHINGTON. June 6 -- Sena- and
ent were Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mrs.
will open in the City Park iam Foy, terracing team; Joseph
Salem
Camp
the
of
Baptist
member
declarT
tor Revercomb R.-W Va
Graves Hendon, George Hart. Ed
June 10 and continue for Miller, Eugene Barnett. and Dale '
onday,
where
funeral
services
church
ed in the Senate today that the
Filbeck, Paul Gholson and PresThis camp is sponsored Todd. The group will be accomdays.
ive
Sun4
at
o'clock
were
conducted
Army favors "peace time conscripton Holland.
CHICAGO. June 5--Flre leaped
Girl Scout Council panied by Miss Rachel Rowland.
Murray
the
in
,
to
was
the
day
Burial
afternoon.
tion" because it wants the "pick church
from an elevator shaft early toMAKE-UP ERROR IS
or Brownies, Scouts, and non- home demonstration agent, and S
Mr. Holland was secured as
The Rev. L.
cemetery.
land."
of the
day and flashed through the lower
JOKE ON EDITOR
Mrs. A. B. Austin is V. Foy, county agent.
cootie
V. Henson and T. T. Crabtree of- supervisor of the park and play•
The Senate yesterday voted to ficiated.
Mrs.
floors of the 23-story LaSalle hotel
grounds.
hairman of the CounciL
During the week the county winwhere 58 persons died in the worst
resume the drafting of 18 and 19
The staff had fun at the exix Crawford Is chairman of Day ners will compete for state chain- !
Plans-tvere made-for- reopening
She is 'survived by her husband,
hotel fire in Chicago's history.
pense of the Heart Thought
year olds and senators who want to J. A. Rogers. five daughters, Mrs. the park and playground for the
amp. and Mrs. Tom Rowlett is pionships. This is the first Junior
writer Wednesday of this week
keep the Selective Service law in- Faye Rogers, Mrs. Carolyn Fain, summer. Discussion of much needcad of the camping program.
Week held since the beginning of
Moss, 45,
Thacker McKenzie
when the inside section of the
tact were confident of defeating any Mrs. Franees Myers, and
Phillip R. Cornette. 16, and Al
The program will include swim- the war and a thousand outstandMiss ed repair of buildings and grounds
Ledger and Times came off the
draft "holiday."
Jr.. 17, Hopkinsville,
Wettstein
Clara Nell Rogers, of this county, followed. No promise of lights
eeng, music, nature, crafts, and ing 4-H Club girls and boys are
press. It seems that the editor
perished in the fire
The teen-age draft cleared the and Mrs.
jornes. and will begin at 10 a.m. expected to attend the state-wide
Eula
Lee Townley, for the park was made because
turned in the copy-. for that
meeting.
Moss was a salesman for Cornchamber by a vote of 53 to 26.
told close at 4 p.m. each day.
Paris, Tenn.; ond .three sons. H. 8., of the inability to secure the wircolumn at different times and
Inc., operator of two book
ette.
rewill
delegailon
time.
present
the
Calloway
at
and
ing
The
Lenith
James
of
steam
the
Rogers,
on
put
then
privilege
the
have
) The girls will
The leadership
expected the make-up departstores in Hopkinsville. Accompaf swimming in Murray State Col- turn to Murray Friday afternoon,
in an effort to get the draft ex- county; a stepmother, Mrs. Laura
about
mind
her
ment to read
nying him on the trip were Phil
Mayfield, Route 8, one sister. Mrs7.
. ege swimming pool under the di- Nte 14
tension bill back to the House.
where to place what. She reNish Mildred Dunn
Cornette. 16. high school student
Clara Rogers, of this county; four
and
McLean
Ann
Miss
of
rection
a
4,
to
67
through,
It rammed
lated in the first paragraph that
and son of Russell Cornette, ownMiss Mildred Dunn, daughter of John Mack .-,Carter, Red Cross
half sister;. Mrs. Iva Cohoon, of
graduated pay boost for enlisted
problems ib housekeeping were
er of the book firm. and Al WettMrs. Joe Dunn, Kirksey, is swimming instructors. Miss Mary
this
county.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Lucille
Hudson,
men and' non-commissioned officers
outstanding, then added another
stein, Jr., 17, son of the manager
Houston. Tex., Mrs. Myrtle • Hamamong the graduates of the Uni- Elizabeth Roberts will be in charge
that would give privates and ap- rick,
paragraph that these were reaof the electric power plant in HopKentucky this spring. of the mAtic.
Houston,
Tex.,
Mrs.
of
Robbie
versity
prentice seamen, the lowest ranks, Wilson,
sons for a vacation, and sugSoftball is in the air again.
kinsville.
Akron, Ohio; one brother,
and was recently initiated into the
instructors
and
'leaders
Other
per
have'
$75
would
to
hike
readers
cent
that
per
gested
a 50
The fathers of the two boys flew
All men wishing to play in the Phi Upsilon Omicron, national proCharlie Mayfield. Shelbyville;
are
Camp
work
Day
in
will
who
Thoughts
Heart
a vacation from
month.
by chartered pltne from Ken.
three half brothers. Curtis Crouch, senior softball league of Murray fessional home economics organizeCharlene
Miss
Bagwell,
in
Myra
miZed
Miss
. . . The parts got
tucky Wednesday to Chicago. and
But then the bill ran into trou- of this county. Boyce Mayfield, are requested to place their names tion there.
The Calloway County Farm BuOrr, Miss Ann Brown, Mies Martha
the .composing room and when
identified their sons in the Cook
ble.
Houston, Tex., J. I. Mayfield, Jr., in containers for that purpose at
famimember
all
inviting
is
reau
maHughes
Smith
a
Miss Dunn is
Jean Baker, Miss Elizabeth Upthe paper came off the press. county morgue.
Three Republican senators, Rev- Houston, Tex.
either Junes Drug Co. or Wallis
jor and has been appointed to the church, Miss Sue Upchurch. Miss lies to attend a special meeting at
the result was: Because of
Coroner A. L. Brodie set the
Drugs, according to Preston Holercomb, Wilson (Iowa) and Wheron
Murray,
in
Courthouse.
the
assistant county home demonstra- tins Key. Miss Kathleen Key. Miss
Murray's disposal system, "there
toll officially at58 and said
death
land. manager of recreation of the
ry 4Neb.) put forth their substiacpm.,
8:00
at
10.
lion agent's place in Graves Coun- Ann Littleton, Miss Naomi Lee Monday, June
no - more "Heart
would be
many of them died as the result of
City Park Commission
tute bill. It would continue drat'
paper
college at the Univer- I Whitnell, Mrs. Muke Overt y and cording to an announcement by
on
in
tyke
recorded
While
Thoughts"
Many
mass hysteria .and panic.
registrations and job benefit secCompanies, firms or individuals mil, she wit active on the campus., Mrs. Keith Kelley.
President Rudy Hendon.
for awhile." After all—that is
leaped to their death from wintions of the present Selective Ser
desiring to sponsor league. teams She was secretary of Hamilton
of
disposing
Mr. Hendon stated that arrangeone good way of
dows high above the crowded
vice Act but suspend all inducshould contact Mr. Holland at the House and was house manager for
ments have been made, through
columns along with other wastes
streets of Chicago's Loop.
tion.s.
earliest possible time.
Fedthe Kentucky Farm Bureau
two years. She was secretary and
of the town.
Fire Commissioner Michael J.
This produced a tempestuous
League vice
Murray Softball
The
eration, for Riley Arnold, organi- •
president of the University 4-H
Corrigan said many of the deaths
Maybank
Senators
with
scene
ghly satisfactory
play has been
ration direetor for the Southern
Club, was a member of Kappa
'
were -tragically unnecessary."
(D.-S. C. and Tydings ID-Md.)
during the post few years, and Delta. a member of the Outing
Region of the American Farm BuFire Commissioner Michael J.
DemMiss Leirline Cunn- inghaml age with the retain of many servicetrying to upset the moye of
on
meeting
this
at
speak
to
reau,
Club. the Home Ec Club, and
Carrigan said many of the deaths
ocratic Leader Barkley (Ky.) to re- 21, died at her home on Murray, men it is predicted that the league
"Farm Bureau Services to MemY.W.C.A
were "tragically unnecessary."
Route 5, at 10:30 p.m Tuesday fol- will be even stronger this season.
cess the Chamber
bers".
The flames spread from an elShe is a graduate of Kirksey
In an interview with Mr. HolFinally after a series of quorum lowing an illness of 11 months.
outthe
of
one
is
Mr. Arnold
shaft to an adjoining cockSchool, and while in school
High
evator
plans
stated
9:14
he
at
lapil
upheld
Wednesday.
wag
Barkley
South.
calls
Miss Cunningham was a gradstanding speakers of the
tail lounge and within seconds,
she was a member of the
p.m on a rollcall vote of 45 to 17. uate of Mundy Training Scheel must get underway at once and there
and will include in his talk an
I turned the ornate lobby into a
••
He ordered the senators to reas- and Was popular among both tese everyone should cooperate in an debate team that won the interexplanation of the plan whereby
WASHINQTON. June 5--The !eery death trap.
semble an hour early today.
young and old She was loved by endeavor to begin the season at scholastic contest and a trip to
the Farm Bureaus of 'five Southern
idesb4ieiea4Pwr ilfeleeISfare In
d"eaa• thr SaYI
--Gellsd *ad&"
The draN act currently is operat- ,alt who knew her an(f1 numbered the earliest possible date as wet t Levine/ere
states will offer life insurance to counted its manpower today as the f
the bar ignited almost instantly
and muddy
diamonds
ing under a six-week stop-gap ex- her friends by her acquaintances. weather
their member families
a
be
big question "will there
and soon the expensive wood
eth McConnell
Mrs. Mary El
Its She was employed at Western have delayed operations of the
The meeting will be open to maritime strike June 15'!"--loomed
tension that runs out July 1
panelled walls of the lobby were
of
home
the
at
di
85.
Routon,
league
especialare
ladies
and
but
29,
and
the public
Union when she became ill
are limits are 20 through
ovee Washington.
enveloped in flames,
Lynn
Routon.
Robert
son,
her
ly invited.
- the Senate restored the wartime 18 was a patient at a local hospital
The Coast Guard suspended all
Fire department officials investiDeath resulted
Grove, June 4.
Holman Jones Is Member
through 44 yesterday. even though for several mouths. ,
The Navy considered gating the calla., found that the
discharges.
complications.
from
at
-age
died
81.
Daniel
Ella
Mrs
the armed services have said they
County Man Arrested
She was the daughter of the 1.
1:te Of White Front Grocery
were
similar action. Naval stations
fire apparently started in an eleher home on Murray, Route 3. FriMrs. Routon was well known and
do not want men over 25.
Ivan H. Cunningham who died last
reporting to headquarters on the vator shaft below the street level.
On Whiskey Charge
illness
weeks
two
a
following
day
admired
to
has
returned
Holman
who
Jones
friends
of
host
a
has
deSenate
yesterday's
Most of
Nov( mber.
number of men on hand with car- They believed it started in a sigMurray to make his home. He has Death was attributed to pneu- her for her sterling qualities.
bate centered around the necessity
Elbert Garland. of the Pottervessel experience.
Funeral
held purchased Jim Kee's interest in monia,
wete
services
nal cable beneath an elevator car.
for drafting teen-agers to police Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Besides her son. Robert Routon, town community. was arrested
At least 200 persons were inamong ofsecret
no
was
There
Front
the
Grocery,
and
White
will
A membei of Poplar Springs she has another son by a former Sunday night by local officers on
Germany and Japan
smoke.
it the Church of Christ with the be an
erre/tome by
ficials that if the joint strike of jilted or
active partner with J. 0. Baptist Church, Mrs, Daniel was a
marriage. Harvey Coleman. Inde- a charge of selling illegal whiskey
Eld. Henry
Hargis in charge. Parker at the new place of busiDock Workers Among them were 30 firemen. One
and
Seamen
C10
.
re: peeled citizen, a good mother, pendence. Mo. She is also sur- A small amount of whiskey was
Burial was in the Elm
Grove ness on the Hazel Road,
' takes place, the government will fireman was
and a Christian character.
vived by her sisters. Mrs. John found on his place by the officers.
cemetery.
The hotel. one of the city's
have a problem finding qualified
Mr. Jones has been connected
Mrs.
Funeral services were conduct- Killebrew. Springfield. Tenn,
according to reports. His case was ,men to operate the merchant fleet largest, has 1.000 rooms. almost all
Surviving are her muckier. Mrs. with the Kentucky State Health
ed by the Rev. L. D. Wilson. Sat- 0. R. Cole, Jackson. Tenn.; a settled in county court Wednesday
Attie Cunningham. and one broth- Department ..eri resided in
as President Truman has prom- of which were occupied when the
- urday afternoon at 2 o'clock at Old brother, W. D. McConnell, Fulfor 450.00 and cost.
fire started at about 11:30 pm. last
er. Floyd Cunningham.
ised to do.
Hopkinsvle
Salem Church. Burial was in the ton, a grandchild, J. W. Coleman.
and nightstrike date only ten night. Near the theater
the
With
Salem Cemetery.
Independence. Mo.
SON OF MRS Oen/ BOYD IS
the hotel has been a
district,
club
Mrs. Crossland' Overby received
an
men
union
weary
member of the RECTVERING FROM ACCIDENT days off,
She was a
She is survived by one daughter.
stopping place for travela wire Saturday afternoon informship operators gathered again at principal
Miss Sally Daniel, of this county, Church of Christ. Bethany. in Hening her of the death of ber twin
Department for more ers since it was built in 1909
Labor
the
Dennis
serfuneral
and
•wo wins. Willie
ry County, Tenn. The
Joe Max Easley, 17, son of Mrs.
Fire Commissioner Corrigan esbrother. Henry M Alsman. at his
on whether the 56-hour
Daniel. both of this county; two vice was conducted at Antioch at Ocus Boyd of Lynn Grove Route argument
home in Winslow. Ariz
men at timated the damage at 8100,000 and
for
reduced
be
can
-week
Wednesday .afternoon 1 who received severe head lacesisters, Mrs. Fannie Hicks, Route 3 o'clock
said it was the 'worst hotel fire in
Mr. Alsman is survived by his
Hicks. Detroit. with burial in. Antoich cemetery. rations and body bruises when he gee.
Max Hurt, executive secretary,' buying frorn individuals in auto- 3. and _Mrs. Ali
the city's history." Fifty fire enwidow Mrs. Anne Gray Alsman.
be.
has
The seamen s work-week
gines answered a 5-11 alarm, and
one daughter June. and two sisters. Chiirnber of Commerce. wrote a jammed Detroit, selling to the Mich.: and one'trrother, W. W. Bro. John Brinn conducted the was thrown from his motorcycle on
service.
West Main street Tuesday morn- come the nub of the whole dispute their sirens could be heard Wailmid-South
through Hutchens. Concord. ,
Mrs. Bert D. Wyatt of Mayfield letter to Time Magazine in regard auto-hungry
the
swallowing up
--virtually
Pallbearers were Fred Paschall, ing. May 28, is recovering nicely.
ing throughout the entire downand Mrs. Crossland Overby of to the unfavorable publicity it had auction outlet.; in sleep Cairo. Ill.,
Myers,
Chester
loose question of basic wage increases. town district.
Kelso,
given Murray. The letter, slight- and sleepier Murray. Ky."
motorcycle struck
Erne&t
His
Murrey.
but
'demanded
been
have
These
Williams,
Bryan Murdock. Harley
gravel, causing him to lose conMr. Alsman's former. home was ly changed, appeared in Time last
..Who told you . . . that Murray
It. is quoted:
and Leroy Lamb..
trol of the machine. But no other discussed very little to date.
Mayfield but he had lived in Wins- week
was sleepy' How did you arrive
Labor Department officials saltd
Your
great
magazine,
"Sirs:
vehicle was damaged, as was reyears.
16
past
the
low
at the conclusion that Murray is
CIO National Maritime Union
the
although
wounds,
the
"Back
of
.
heading
under
His
ported.
Agai
Here
in
Run
was
WinsTrains
Funeral and burial
sleepier than Cairo, Ill.?
Have
.no longer insisting on overwas
was
as
serious
made
.
May
es
not
6)
iTime.
the
are
Barn"
painful,
1(iw.
you or any of your roving "asses
above 40 hours, They rethis statement: -The Technique: of
-—
The trains here are running nor- at first feared. Be was rushed to time pay
the barn" ever been to Murray,
The nation's fu- el-starved indusdescribe the new union
Leonard Manning, 16. who was melly again, Two of the trains thee the Clinic for treatment and was fused to
Ky"
Neither side would dig- tries started to revive Monday
Mrs, Earl Lockhart
with shooting his father. had 'been taken oft because of the removed that afternoon to the position.
charged
It appears that you .. . crawled
it because Secretary of Labor with bituminous coal pouring from
Funeral Rites Held
Manning. April 10.coal strike resumed their, regular home of his grandfather. Joe Pas- cuss
'up into the haymow in the loft Gervis
Schwellenbach has demanded of' mines to railroad cars to plants at
•
chall, but is now it home. •ee
County' arid runs June 3
before
tried
was
and went to sleep. And in your
-- them a pledge not to talk about nortnal rates for the first time
Funeral services.were held Sik/
Juvenile Judge Pink Curd Monjournalistic slumber, your uninsince the end of March.
the bargaining sessions.
day afternoon at 2.30 at Coles
disWAS
case
The
afternoon.
formed, vague subconscious mind day
The cieentry's 400.000 soft coal
Mrs.
Camp Ground church for
misssel,
returned to the pits in
caused you to use the adjective
-miners
Earl Lockhart. 37. who died May
Gervis Manning died late in the
production
force to send
about
"sleepier"
widetho
full
most
30 in Detroit
afternoon of the day he was shot.
pre-coal strike
wake town in Kentucky.
bounding up to
She is' survived by her husband.
Witnesses in the court Monday.
-levels. The Mighty steel - industry
"If you or any of your high- testified there-the boy shot his
one son, James Daryl, and her f,,
showed immediate effects of a shot
powered fact feeling
sensation father in self defense and in dethee H. A. Starks
in the arm—in the Pittsburgh dismongers wild like to vish this fense of his younger sisters and
She was a member of the Hickor
James Bishop ,a Murray man. any banks ,into making the 100 G.
Murray State college officiaLs trict the operating rate new from
Sleepier" town. the Chamber of brothers who lived with him there has received newspaper publicity 1. Loans. But they got the GovGrove Church of Christ.
said 500 -students registered Mon- slightly metre than eight per cent
Commerce will pay your fare here. at the place where they had re- recently.. An article about his ernment interested.
record
In
day on the first day of- the" sum- to 35 per cent.
and return by Pullman or plane, sidki all winter alone.
Plans of prefabricated houses for time, US. Homes got; Ii $175.000 mer session, an increase of 175 per
Other industries began recalling
fed you on Southern fried chickmachinery
2)
MINISTER 18 CANDIDATE FOR
RFC;
from
in loans
The mother. Mrs. Ila Bell Man- Gies appeared in Time. May 27.
cent over the 182 who enrolled on laid-off workers and several comAsWar
$h anti hickory-cured ' Kentucky ning. and the father were -sepa_ U.S. SZNATOK
the
from
-tide appeared: and equipment
The following' hi
1the same day last year. Half of patties rescind'ed orders to lay off
.
ham with all the trimmings, and. rated, and Mrs. Manning
was
"At Camp Bliss. TeX. in 1942. sets Administration: 3) a lease on them were -former serviczmen.
employes for, indefinite. periods.
what is more, we'll even try to working in Detroit. She was con- two young officers met regain: they 80.000 square feet of space in the
FRANKFORT, Ky.: June 3—The
College officials predicted an en- The lay-offs followed fuel short"ear our shoes while you are tributing to their support by send- had been fraternity brothers at surplus 58-acre B-29 plant at MariJames Logan Dent. HopRev
rollment of 600 by the time regis- ages resulting from the cone- strike,
,ere .
evangelist, added his
kinsville
Eighty-one more veterans
ing money home to them each the'University of Kentucky. They etta.
week. Last
tration closes this
which began April 1 and ended
original
name to the ever Increasing list of
the
on
in
taken
were
retocourt,
business
the
into
Max B. Hurt. Executive week, according to
decided to go
year's ,registration for the period last week.
comcandidates for Democratic nominathe
bringing
thus
terms,
home
Secretary Chamber of
port Monday: She is at
gether after the war.
Virtually all the 104000 miners
$500,- was 294.
tion for United States senator late
Commerce. Murray, Ky.
"When Lieutenant Colonel Clar- pany's total capital close to
with the children now.
the No. 1 producing state of
in
today. .,
- -Ed's Note: The free fare sounds
ence James Bishop. 34. a mechan- 000.
Virginia -were back at work
West
He filed his formal declaration
fine—but roporific
"This week U.S. Homes turned
ical engineer, got out of the Army
Domestic Atomic Energy
as union officials prepared to step
with S,
,cretare of State Charles
Ed's dote: Webster gays "Soporific" Bill Giving Government
last fall, he put in a long distance out its first unit, a two-bedroom
up the drive to organize foremen
K. O'Connell, made public a 15characteeized by sleepi- Monopoly On Output Is
means
call to Captain Francis Stone
It
house that retails for 56500_
and supervisory employee.
point platform and announced he
sugand
cashier,
lethargy.
or
bank
ness
Is
• 37, onetime
Two of ll.e outstanding
Passed By The Senate
— sere_ —
1sold to Stockwould stump the state
gested that they start that. com- was immediately
for the 1946 football team at _MurCases brought before the Cety Dr: Pogue To Stitale
Thomas
William
holder
.
premake
Washingtun Told that the next pany. They decided to
ray State College are -"Red': Cliff
•
welter in the erection department. Court this week include; the folileft) from Cleveland. Ohio,
war may last only minutes, Ate fabricated etUses. They also depersons, their charges and
lowing'
Pogue. who has
C.
Forrest
Dr,
State Farmers Support Case White,
ex"By midsummer. IfS. Homes
and "Rollo" W. F. Gilbert (right)
Senate passed and sent to the cided that all the stockholders and
been oil' leave of absence from the
Bill, Stanford Says
pects to be turning out five houses
from Paducah.
House Saturday domestic atomite employes would be veterans.
'Jewell Cornier, reckless driving• faculty of 114Aity State Teachers
fines
----"When they announced their a day. It already has orders for
energy legislation geared to mesh
.4 rummage fade for the
There' is exactly one-foot of difLOUISVILLE, KY. June 3—
$5.00; Edwin Miller. drunkenness, College 'for the past four years,
Bishop
Said
hundred.
over
newspapers,
several
Atlanta
internationalin
plan
any
benefit of the Women's Rest
smoothly with
I'armers , ot Kentucky are "almost ference in the height of dere two
two charges, $13.65 each; Nelson will speak in the worship service
8011)e_ veterans 'Mowed; up; 100 happily: 'This housing shortage
control agreement.
Room Will be held on the lawn
unanjencius" in their support of the varsity lettermen. "Big tied" is
Banks. colored, plead guilty to glinday morning. June 9. at 11:00
immediate
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of
and
care
Aleutd
take
each
$1,000
The measure is to establish a agreed to invest
of the court house. Saturday
240 pounds. He
Case bill, which seeks to regulate 6'6" and weighs'
having whiskey in -his. possession • o'clock in the, First Presbyterian
"
addiIn
future.'
Government monopoly over the to Work in the factory.
afternoon, June le Those wishstrikes. President Truman was in- plays tackle. "Rollo" is 5'8" and
drunken
Mr. Bishop is the son of Mr. and $50 00. Holman Coleman.
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agreed
figone
each
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utilization
and
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clothing
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fullpositionis
His
who is an elder in
formed in a telegram sent to the weighs 197.
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C..
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explosive
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rummage
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Third Annual Camp
For Murray Girls
To Last Five Days

Teen-Age Draft,
Pay Increase For
GI's Get Okehes

Many Deaths Termed 'Tragically
Unnecessary'; Some Leap To Death

t

1

Murray Softball
League Issues Call
for Players, Sponsors

Riley Arnold To
Speak at Farm
Bureau Meeting

MISS CUNNINGHAM
DIES AT HER HOME
TUESDAY MORNING

MRS. MARY ROUTON
DIES AT LYNN
GROVE TUESDAY

Coast Guard, Navy
Getting Ready For
Maritime Strike

.
Funeral Serv es
Held at nti ch
P. MWednesd

Mrs. Elia Daniel
Dies of Pneumonia

•

—

Mrs. Crossland
'
(herby's Brother.
Dies In Arizona v

Max Hurt's Letter, "Murray Sleepy?",
Appears In Time Magazine Last Week

Leonard Manning, 16,
Tried Before Judge
Curd Monday; Case
Is Dismissed

"Red" And "Rollo"
Ready To Romp

-'"4

1
4

-

I
i

Coal Production
Back To Normal

19441

JAMES BISHOP, NATIVE MURRAYAN,
IS HEAD OF CI BUILDING PLAN

500 Students
Register At Murray
Oh Opening Day

Weekly Report of
Police Court

RummagerSale
June 8!
•
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and Mr. and Mrs. C. 31. Mcedis- children. Joe and•Judy of Lebanon
Mr and Mrs_ Earl Pertain and
to Seed starving' people and to
iion. Detroit. the Rev. and Mrs. Junction -are guests this week
son. Leonard of Evaraville. Ind
maintain seeped Ilvestock numbers
William T. Newsome and lfttlr Mr - and Mrs R H. Thurman. were week-end nuests of Mr. and
in this country. The number of
Robert Williams. Edwin Waterdaughter Sharon.- Wayne. Mick, Mr. 4nd Mrs Rearoat came to at- Mrs C. L %%wan.
pewits that can be fed a itb livefield. and Tommie Howard -were
Mr. and Mrs Pat McCuiston_ Hop- ter.d the reunion of the class of
stuck products by us- of grain as
Mrs. Dean Hickok and children
IT Q. D. 'WILSON
in Oak Ridge.. Tenn Tuesday atkinsville. and Mr and Mrs. Thurs- I.1133. Murray High School. which left Monday by motor tor San
livestock feed ti Cnuch less than
tending the GI sale of autcmo- thin
Reynolds Oak Ridge. Tenn.
a is held Sunday afternoon.
Francucia Cal!. from where they
"- the number that can be fed by An
biles and trucks
Plemphase
Sgt Joe Wind.,,u-. who has been will all for Manna where her husMr and Mrs. Pat C.araway and
equal amount of grains consumed
Miss Emma Helm had as vnitors
The dealers state that PhosIntafe directly by people
daughter Janice of Hass:. Mr and serving in the ETD. arrived lad band. Lt. Dean Hickok is stationed
last week Mrs Minnie Hess of
is rr.ure plentiful. If You have not
MK-Luther Jones and daughter week-end after receiving his honMr. and Mrs. Pat Morris and obtained your needs
It wiU be necessary to make
Peoria. Ill. Mrs litinnie
in 1946. now
Sue. South Sixilnetreet. were Sun- orable discharge from the army children of
spent
the
Mayfield and Mr and Mrs. J L. day - guesti of '3
would be a good time to come in maximum use of pastures, hay and
4nr. and Mrs Lee and is with his parents. Mr. and week-end in Murnn
forage to continue marketings at
Doran front Yorkville. Tenn. ..,
and get your order
Caraway. South Fourth street.
Mrs V. E. Windsor.
Mr. and
thew present high rates, the joint
Mrs.* John R,nitason and son.
Mr, and Mrs Pt Wear were
.renn. are
Lime
Miss Erla Mae McClure. Murray. Mit Charles Kivett arrived Man- Randiai
announcement said.
will
This
week-end guests of Mr and Mrs
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The
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denrees in Bachelor
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from
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The government subsidy of 50
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been teaching. arid have
has
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Farmers Urged T. /Isaiah Seat
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an apartment at Swann WennWith Lets Grain
it no longer
desirablezu
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Murray State College
the world's food problem grades. the statement added_
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left
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Mr. and Mrs. Rune Cochrum and cox is at home after teaching at
brought $224 66 won Lowell RoUniversity. ing a visit with her parents. Mr.
Duke
enter
will
tiny
The statement announced in- land of Mt Zion. Grant county, the
sone. Frank Bob and Jimmy: Mr Whitesville the past year
Miss Dorothy Daie returned last and Mrs Clifford Melugin.
creased ceiling prices for wheat district' 4-H club tobacco chamand Mrs. Joe Rowlett. Mr and
Mrs. W. lit. Ellegood. nee Miss
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and
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tended
the
ton family who were at nurne :or director in the First Methodist
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position at the University 'of KenDale_
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Murayto
the last week in May
Dr and- Mrs John W Carr have tucky.
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Mr and Mrs Floyd Griffin and
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Indianapolis. Ind
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.tir Corps is visiting his brother.
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Herschell Corn
enrol-an to
He
Mr and Mrs A. W. Bilbrey.
One nice 40-acre farm located near Penny. ImprovePaduin
visited
Gilbert
Genie
Developing
Siir Francisco. Calif.
where be
Maiden Tenn: Mrs. H D. Vir.son. ments are in good 'condition, soil very
cah
WM
Week-end
with
daughhis
productive; and can
a.it.be stationed.
Jr, Mr. and Mrs_ Elmo Bilbrey be purchased
at a reaaonable price. This farm has-plenty
Misses Ruth. Frances and Jane ter. Mrs. Lawrence Swift ar_d Mr. and daughter. Carolyn
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Inn week .r. Chicago
on this farm.
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Murcf
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Si,' arid Darn James- Gilbert and
Mr and Mrs Josepet Reirroat and
Phew 317
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One 83-acre farm two miles northwest of Kirksey,
sor. visited• in' Paducah • ith Mr. ray Sunday night •
W. V. Kirkland is recuperating at well improved; dwelling
arid Mrs Ray Jacksor. Mr. .and
house constructed in 1941; good
Mn,. Guthrie Gilbert. and Mr. and his home .frinn, an ninration for tobacco barn and stock barn; 63 acres
in gram and all
•
the removal of a cataract from
.
Mrs L...wrenee Swift
good soil. This farm can be purchased very reasonable.
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which
recently
he
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Roberti_
Amos
We were able to get some Purple Hutt Pena arid Texas Richard
it a Mayfield hospital
One 50-acre farm; all improvements constructed in
Honey Drip Sorghum Seed this-week. alto Halbert Honey James Ratteree. Highland Park. Went
Mich. employees of N.-sh-Kel-' Ma ar.d Mrs. W. A. Murcheson 1945; located on New Concord highway 5 miles from Murand .K.Ieckley Sweet Watermelon Seed. We aLo hive
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A
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ray. , This faun can be purchased-15 acres and all imgood stock of ALL INgECTICID
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provements. 39 acres and -all improvements----or 50 acres.
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. 50 with Sulphur. Cryolite and week Mr_ Roberts and Mr. Out- f Mrn C'tnie JonesDr, and Mrs. R. M. Mason have Thi;; is a piece of property you would like to look at and
Roteone.
.
Land will fetish* Sunday.
we are sure you would be interested in, and would want
Mrs Oliver Heed and Miss Hazel rtturn-ed from Daytona Beach. FlaThere is still plenty s.sf time :o plant Broadbent's Ken- Hood left yesterday for Shreve_ ,:nd AshsAlle. N C. -where they this farm for a permanent home.
tncky Certified Hybrid Corn. We saw - ---.e•of this corn port La Mrs %net will Join her nPerii -n‘eral weeks
One 421 -. acre farm unimproved except one tobacco
Washingplanted as late as July 5, laA year. that rr..ie good corn. nninnci Dr Hood. who is con_ - Minn Suzanne
eport hos paid., ton. D. C.. and Padden. arrived in* barn and stock barn. This farm is located one mile from
nened with a skuw
,
the old Stone school house, and is highly productive and
We have Fertili7.-r r-w
L ,.srr. anti 7 .. er n
and Miss Hood will 'van relatives :Slurra; today td:) be the guest of
friends for a few ay.scishrdluddind would make a fine farm for one man. See this one.
tr.er. and at Ringgald. La_
. Mrs 'Martin Wattling Aldan- Mel- friends for a few days.
Onell-acre farm located 2 miles northwest of Penny;
W T. Sled& Sr. remairtn very
ler. , and son sailed Tuesday from
well
improved. fine well of water and very productive
the
Hutaston-McDevit
ir.
Clinic
n'.1
t
New York City to Ynin Lt.. Col
soil. This is a farm anyone would like that is interested
.Wetilung in Bremerhaven.. Gee- Hi cnrightlan is critical.
M1101-51 ILENTlCill
La.
-hung la with , Dr F. C. Pogue, recently returnieP in farming.
i.aNorth Thud street
Talephone III I many.
f
'from Europe where he was engaged
- SEE ROSS FOR SEED'
One 90-acre farm located 2 wiles north of Murray.
71 writ:Ern the history of World
This is one of the fine farms in Calloway County. Good
War II. spent a few days here this
improvements, good well water. and has been limed and
seek_ He will return Sunday for
peaking 'enactments at the Pres- phosphated. If you are interested in a home close to Murray that will produce and soon pay for itself, this is the
-narteriar, Church and the College
Ifiss,Quanita McDougall. who has farm you hare been waiting for.
aeen teaching in Tennessee. is at
53-acre farm located three quarter mile north of
•-•.ome with her parents Mr and
Lynn
Grove. electric lights, on school bus route, milk route
7.1rs Toy P
McDougall. Olive
and mail route. This is a nice little farm, and can be pur'Armen
,
-Miss Liniar. Watteri will leave chased worth the money.
Friday for New York_ She will
One 15-acre farm 3 miles southeast of Murray. New
pend three mesiiths there
brick home. bath, electric lights and all outbuildings new.
If you are interested
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FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF
CHRIST
W. 0. relabel'. Minister

Dr Houston was called to see
Mrs Tom Linville Saturday night .
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Slum and, The Annual Homecoming at the
Miss Alta Davis were Sunday Friendship Church of Christ is
.
.fternuo
id jozi ncallers of Mr and Mrs. planned for the fourth Sunday in
4 June June 23I. We are Inviting
Johnson.
Several old neighbors and rela- all of the former -preachers to be
tives spent Sunday with Mr. and present on this occasion. Bro.
Mrs, Boss Laycock and son and ! Clarence Mayfield from Brown's
Mrs
Laycock's brother. Clifton Grove is to be present to direct the
Thompson who has been in a hos- song service. The regular Bible
pital for some time with a broken Study is scheduled for 10 a.m, and
the preaching service at 11 a in. A
leg.
special song service is planned for
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Caraway and
the afternoon, beginning at 2 pin
family spent Sunday with 'Mr. and
Also short talks by visiting minMrs. Dave Harmon and son.
isters and others. EVERYONE IS
Mrs. Nellie Oliver is visiting INVITED. Come and bring a basMr. and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs and ket dinner. Tables will be provided
son.
J20
to spread at the dinner.
Mrs. Fred Taylor. Mrs Sue Sallast
monand da
visited Mr., and
sons
y.
Mrs. George Linville and daughter I Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bell and
Thursday.
....« I son of Paducah. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mend Grogan spent' last Danny Darnell and son and Mr
k
bbswith Mr. and Mrs. William and Mrs. Troy Knight of Model.
Term. and Miss Alice Winchester
Grubbs.
Mrs. May Grubbs visited Mr. were Sunday dinner guests of Mr
and Mrs William Grubbs Friday' and Mrs. Starkey Futrell and
daughter. Sunday afternoon callers
Mrs. Rachel Calloway and baby. were Mr. and Mrs. Peet Vinson,
Bobby. arid Billy Olive of De- Mr and Mrs. Joe Dill of Model.
troit. Mrs
Dula Jackson. Mrs. Tenn.. and Mr and Mrs. Tosco
Ceylon Jackson and sons and Mrs. Collins and daughters,
Wallace Jackson of Buchanan were • 'maws neon Slum and Joan
Monday afternoon callers of Mrs. Giles %lashed Dot Farris and Norma
George Linville and family.
Simmons Wednesday afternoon.
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Real Estate For Sale!
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DONELL STUDIO
2s3 sounii

SCARCE HARD TO GET ITEMS

ROSS FEED COMPANY

•

- If you are having trouble financing your crop this
year. tome in lot a talk with us..
- We have various types of loans. one Of which might
suit your needs.

C

One 63-acre farm located on State line near Perry
store, well improved; fine orchard, well water and good
productive soil. This farm can be bought at a bargain.
CITY PROPERTY
One modern home, newly decorated inside and out.
hardwood floors, basement, furnace, lots of beautiful
shrubbery and a home that would appeal to anybody.
This house is vacant and possession can be had any day.
If you are interested in a modern home and one that will
not require any improvement whatsoever for sometime
to come, then this is the end of your dream.
One 10-room house, orLaurth 4th street which affords the owner living quarters and rents out four apartments whice brings in a monthly rental of $85.00. This
is a desirable piece of property and if you are interested
in property that will assure you of an income, this property will appeal to you and it can be purchased at a reasonable price.
One 9-room house on Olive Street which is desirably
located and in good condition, and can be purchased at a
low figure. If you are interested in a good value you will
want to see this property.

One 4-room-house with bath. Lot 105 by 200. located
in a modern- home with small acre- on South 12th Street. Large grape vineyard and fine garthis farm should please you.
den. This insepetty is vacant and -purchaser can obtain
S. Pleasant Grove I 'age, One
4
180-acre fine Blnod river
bottom farm, located immediate possession. Priced to sell.
southwest of New Concord on T.V.A. highway. This farm
One 4-room house with bath; located on Olive,Street,
Its Mrs si•r• Nmoth•rinall
Is highly productive and all improvements are good, and
in a splendid neighborhood and is now vacant. This propMr: • La Rogers inn cr,idren if you are interested in a fine bottom farm, thim one is
erty can be purchased at a reasonable price.
,fter spending several weeks with priced to sell.
ner mother Mrs Will D. Erwin
One 9-room house and 6 extra Iotli located in Hardin,
One 349-acre farm located 6 miles east of New Con,rid family returned to tivir home
cord on Kentucky Lake. 90 acres,fine bottom land. two Ky. Electric lights, and pump in well, and possession can
n .De-troit last week
Mrs Cleo Cuningham was 'shop-. settlements, one new dwelling house with basement; Delco be had in 30 days. This property is priced to sell.
light plant, and on T.V.A. highway, Owner proposes to
:ens in Paris last Tuesday,
One 10-room house close in on Poplar Street. Lot
Mrs C R Paschall continues to sell this property at a sacrifice.
90 by 234 feet. and the rental of apartments on this propJowly _improve_
2I5-acre farm adjoining the city limits of Murray. erty will pay for itself in a few - years.
Mrs Lnla Miller of Crossland Is
has been
able to b-. tip part of the- time This farm is all in Clarks river bottom and
One 7,room house with bath, and 2 acres. Plenty of
known as the corn producing belt in Calloway County.
.i;for several months illness.
outbuildings and really a nice piece of property throughThere
are
possibilities
vast
A large crowd attended the colts.
for future developments of out. This property is really
worth the money.
munity singing at Pleasant Grove this fine tract of land. There is three-quarters of a mile
:ast Sunday afternoon
Two houses and one store building and 1 1-4 acres
Children's railroad track frontage and one-quarter of a mile highDag will be at this 'church third way frontage. There is also a very
fine double-shedded of land. One dwelling' house is practically new and the
Tuna:ay night
tobacco barn on this farm, and if you are interested in one sellerenjoys a profitable grocery business. This property
Dr end Mrs C R Ellis and son.
is priced to sell.
Clement Jr of Lexington. sper,t '4 tof.the hest producing farms in Calloway County, then this
f• w day, the first •of the week Ns your chance.
One 5-room house'and bath on South Sth Street. This
visiting relative, among -whom —7- .0ne 56-acre farm, unimproved, on Kggners
Ferry property has just been completely reworked and is in a
were Mrs Harti
t?
j
9Inns. Mr and 'highway one mile from lake. Beautiful building site in fine state of repair. Possession
can be had on this propMrs_ Stark
. Mr. -a nd Mrs. nice shady grove of trees, and
can be purthased for erty next week. This is priced to sell.
Duncan Wits
s.- C R Paschall.
.9L660.00. If you are interested in a small farm, a place
Mr .and Mrs. Ellis Pascluill Mr.
One nice 4-room house with bath, and stairway for
,tourist cottages. this property is cheap.
and Mrs Dennis Boyd and fami- of'business or
upstairs room; and extra lot on corner of Sycamore and
nes. Mr and Mr, Hoyt Craig. and ,
One $31.2 acre larm 1 1-2 miles west of Crossland; South 6th. This is a beautiful little home and a
writer
well improved, 5-acre tobacco. base and good productive extra lot which is paved on the front and west beautiful
side. See
Mi_and
Jisidedi visited
1soil. This is a farm anyone would like to own.
this home and fon will like-it.
,
thi: antler-navy Last week
One 103-acre farm. located 3 miles southeast
The. y aing people have Sr. inten
MurOne new 4-room house with bath. on North 6th Street.
ening Sunday evening meeting at ray in the Locust Grove community. This farm its well Lot 60 by 150. This
is a nice little home and pomemion
this church
All a. rvices at this improved and is one fit the fine farms in Calloway County.
can be given at once.
ihtirch arc far 1l who'find it con- If you are interested in a fine farm and one that
you can
If you are interested in any Real Estate we'would
make as a permanent home, then you should se this-farm
appreciate your coming to our office and permitting us to
without further delay.
our
-oyeslist,
go
and
we
assure you we will do everything
One 23-acrie farm. 2-room house and other improvepossible to please you with a farm or city property..
mentx, located .1 mile south of Stella. Good gravel road,
We also have a number of business opportunities, and
electric highline in front of house. Good 'productive soil,
several
business lots, Rad a large list of desirable lots
also
well
water,
of
ind
fine
be
can
purclased
very
at
a
reasonfrom luncCorsai pe,;odic Pain
for dwellings.
able price.
.
One 100-acre farm. 25 acres in timber, located one
If you are a service man and interested in purchasing
s • •-•-•
c
r
t
!
Ir3in the crime-muse agoLy sad Memile west of Hardin. Four-acre tobacco base, and all im- a home (whether a farm or ho-use and lot), we will be.
Sous 'train of functional perierns
distress. Mlle, haw It nor bide:
provements good. This farm is highly productive and glad to assist you and explain what our Government
Kit4 Takeo lite a
-- Poses to do for World War II veterans.
.
It shotael stimulate seller wkll arrange terms. ,.

Crops are more important this year than they'vt
been in a long time!

•

One 500-acre farm located on T.V.A. highway, four
miles east of New Concord. This is a farm that has many
possibilities, being located on the Kentucky Lake, there
being many desirable camp sites and a lot of good productive soil. This farm can be purchased for $12.00 per acre.
One 25-acre farm unimproved, beautifnl building site.
add '15 acres fine creek bottom land, located 3 miles east
of Murray, on New Concord highway. If you are interested in improving a small farm according to your own
ideas, this is younachance.

I
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You can -still make-a good crop. so delay no longer

How women ;/ girls'
maygetwantedrelief

L

PAY US BACK WHEN YOU HAVE HARVESTED
AND MARKETED YOUR PRODUCTS
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3 Soldiers Whipped ' Dr. H. L. Davis
by Arkansas Court To Instruct Here
Order

WILLIAM THOMPSON RECEIVES
PROMOTION AND APPOINTMENT
William Thompson. son of the
Nev. and Mrs. C. C. Thompson, received a promotion and an appointment to the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, Kings Point, N.
He has had five
Y., recently.
months basic training at San Mateo, Calif.
His six months sea duty aboard
the S. S. Sea Perch took him to
Manila, Philinpine Islands twice,
then through the Panama Canal
to Liverpool, Kngland and Havre
France.
The Sea Perch is a United Fruit
Company ship which was being
used as a troop transport and car-

ried approximately 2,400 troops.
Thompson served as an Engineering Cadetswhile at sea. His
promotion came through competitive examination that included 1800
cadets. Only 800 could be take at
one time. He will enter as a Second Classman and will get a degree in engineering and a commission in th Merchant Marine and
U. S. Navy too.
Thompson has been spending his
leave in Murray, where he is a
graduate of Murray High School.
His father was pastor of the First
Christian Church here for several
years.

U. S. Sues For
Condemnation Of
Items At Murray

seizure and condemnation action.
The government charges that
the leaflets are misleading because
statements in them are claims that
the device listed in the suit is effective in treatment of many diseases-among them arthritis, diabetes, poor circulation, lack of
body minerals, abscess of the
lungs, stomach and kidney ailments. rheumatism, blood poisoning, decay of the jawbone and
sinus, and "lazy - liver."

-The United States has filed suit
In Federal Court in Paducah ,for
seizure and condemnation of a socalled health device, drugs and
leaflets, said to be in possession
of Miss Frahces Brat]ley, 1108 West
Main street.
The government , charges that
the leaflets contain falseeand misleading statements connected with
treatment of diseases by use of
the device, prescribed as "a device consisting of a gas-heated
thermostatically controlled generator." The U. S. also lists two
enameled bath cabinets, labeled
the
"Vapo-Bath," as sought

The device is being held for
final disposition of the case by
Federal
Court,
Deputy
Clerk
Claude Bennett said.
The property was shipped from
Dayton, 0., to Murray in interstate
commerce-by truck, the United
States alleged.
Every sweet has its sour:
evil its good

Saturudnadya yand
S

CAPITOL
CALIFORNIA
GOLD RUSH
STARRING

WILD BILL ELLIOTT
With BOBBY BLAKE - ALICE FLEMING

PLUS••

CARTOON and
SCARLET HORSEMAN No. 5

every

Little Rock, Ark., June 1-Arkansas was involved in a legal
question tonight over the action of
Circuit Judge Lawrence C. Auten
in ordering public whippings in
court for three young Camp Robinson soldiers who pleaded guilty
to charges of burglary and grand
larceny.
With the consent or the youths,
Judge Auten had them given 20
lashes across the buttocks in lien
of three-year prison terms. Their
eight thefts at Little Rock business places netted about ;450.

Kentucky Club To
Be Organized In
Detroit In June

Time Enough Left
for Good Gardens

Effective Sat., June 8
THE BLUE BIRD CAFE
Will Close at 2:30 p.m. On
it

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
and FRIDAY, and at

7:30 p.m. Saturday& Sunday

11
II
There has been much argument as to the reason for today's
shortages of food. Some attribute it to overseas shipments to starving
nations and others to government bungling. Whatever the cause there
is a definite shoilage.

3rd Army To Be
Deactivated Soon
FRANKFURT, June 3-The spectacular U S. Third Army, last of
the six American armies in Europe
on V-E Day, will be deactivated
this summer, and American occupation duties will be left to a constabulary now numbering 38,000
men, high staff officers revealed
unofficially today.
American forces in Europe' now
319,000 men, compared
number
with about 250,000 British troops
in the British occupation zone and
an unknown number of Soviet
soldiers in the Russian zone.

Burch Named to Succeed
Glass In U. S. Senate
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"TAKEN THE BREAKS"
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SUNDAY and MONDAY
Lt. J. M. Overeat-of the 4th
Mer-isse, Infantry Division, is on
terminal leave and is visiting his
aunts, Mrs. H. I Neeley and Mrs.
Eva Perry of Hazel. Lt. Overcast
who spent almost a year overseas
in the Mauc Islands and Okinawa,
landed in San Francisco in May
and from there went to Great
Lakes, Ill. He entered service in
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Wallis Drug Co.-

On-e in his spell
*she could never againi
be free!

„

Tel. III

THE HOME SERVICE STORE

this-,dif-

: Phone 588
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by Any° Seton

From the Novel

& $32.50
$32.95
$18.00

*-

WALTER HUSTON • VINCENT PRICE • 6lEPIN [AKAN

$17.50
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I will buy or electlify antique oil lights.
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We are equipped to drill through glass. and we do
a nice job. twNo breakage.

'
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PLUS: "Musical Masterpieces"
THURSDAY and FRIDAY,.
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Blue Bird Cafe

GENE TIERNEY a

111111ragonwg€16

See us before you buy. We can save you money.

Albert Crider

....ill

NEWS
FOX
PLUS. "POET AND PEASANT"

RICHMOND, Va. - Governor
William M. Tuck recently named
Burch,
Rep. Thomas Granville
Democrat, of the Fifth Congressional District, to succeed the late
United States Senator Carter Glass
of Virginia.

Use our elassuirta gas-May
Snap beans should be planted
412 Main St
heavily in Jane for canning and Set the businees.
drying. Pole and bush limas may
be planted all through June, and
the regular pole beans may be
planted up to August 1.
Sweet corn can be planted as
late as July 20. Chinese cabbage
should be started August 1 and
turnips sawed about - August 15.
Irish potatoes should be planted
around July I, for the second or
main crop.
Cabbage, beets and carrots grow
up to freezing weather and then
store well. There is ,still plenty
24" x 36" Base Cabinets (kitchen) $24.50
of time to grow them. Squash
Chaise Lounge, Aluminum
Winter squash may
store well.
be sowed until July 1-and swifter
Lounge Chairs
squash until July 20.
Oak Desk and Chair to match
The general food situation calls
(a good buy)
for extra attention to gardening,
In some instances
it is stated.
Steel Medicine Cabinets
store shelves already have been
Pal Baby Walker
about bare, and home-produced I
Sunbeam Floor Lamps, the best
food may _help out next fall and,
winter.
Desk Lights, Fluorescent

We are taking this step rather than purchase food
from ANY but LEGAL channels

Leon Crider

,

,...„„...„, ,,,.,.n„

5
85
8..9
$9
$29.95
$9.75
$6.95 to $8.95
Porch Swings, Oak
Aluminum Clothes Hampers (ventilated) '$9.75
Sofa Beds, full of springs, beautiful
$69.50
cover, and makes a double bed
Lighting.
Fluorescent
Fixtures,
Light

• This lack of sufficient food is the one and only'reason for our
adopting these new temporary closing hours. Our standard closing
times will again be used when produce reaches that point that will
allow us to operate on a safe margin.

IC

DONELL STUDIO

We Have Plenty of Bargains

The main shortages confronting a cafe are Meat, Fats
and Bread

in

Tomatoes for canning are usually set in June and may be started
until July I. Tomatoes are easy
to grow and yield well, and should
be grown in abundance Or canping, says the college.

Attorney General Tom Clark said today
the government is mobilizing public and private forces to "forestall
the greatest juvenile crime wave in
the nation's history."
A national conference, sponsored
by the federal government, will be
held here in September to review
the whole teen-age crime problem,
prepare to combat it and recommend any necessary legislation.
"Representatives of 12 federal
agencies, including the Federal Security Agency and the FBI, of
state and municipal governments,
the bench and bar, educational and
religious authorities and leaders in
child welfare fields will participate." Clark said in an interview.
Clark stressed that "positive action is essential x x x. It is appalling, for example the sex delinquency among 17 year old girls
increased 365 per cent in 1945 And
21 per cent of all crimes now are
horn:hilted by youths."
He said the conference will:
I. Prepare plans for juvenile
correctional institutions "which will
have neither the appearance nor
the atmosphere of prisons or reformatories."
2. Consider minimum qualifications for probation and parole officers.
3 Study the possible improvement of juvenile detention facilities.
4 Prepare recommendations for
improving police training.
5. Chart the setting up of community recreation facilities for
Youths.
6. Submit recommendations for
construction of schools and playgrounds in federal, state and local
building programs.
7. Chart the organization of
community councils to coordinate
local
anti-juvenile
delinquency
programs.
8
Recommend legislation dealing with youth crimes.

I

I

See Us Before You Buy

a

We earnestly request that the public bear with us
ficult period, and sincerely believe that you will.

There is ,et.i.4.4me to have good
late gardens, according to the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
Persons
and Home Economics.
who failed to get an early start at
gardening should not be discouraged, it is pointed out. There is still
time to start vegetables ,for canning and storing.
Vegetables that can be planted
yet include tomatoes, cabbage. potatoes, beets, carrots, sweet corn,
squash. Chinese cabbage, turnips.
soybeans for food, and most kinds
of beans.

U. S. Mobilizes Forces
To Ward Off Great
Juvenile Crime Wave
---- --WASHINGTON. June 4-

son ofJames II. Steele, EM
October, 1942, and was commaskirled in November, 1944. A grad- J. H. Steele, Route I. Puryeele,
uate of Hazel High school, he atTenn., was .deecharged at Memphis
tended Murray State College for
He plans to enter this week after serving 26 months
, two years.
with 20 months in the Pacific,
school in the fall.
Theater of Operations. He en1 Sgt. Samuel L. Kelley arrived gaged in one major invasion.
!here last wee* and has his disA. Gregory Hyde, Plun. 2-e, has
charge.. He was last stationed in
5.
months service
Salt Lake City. He is the son of returned from 20
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCloud, R. E. Kelley and will be associated in the Navy. He has been stationRoute 4, Cadiz, a son, Thomas with him in the hatchery, the ed at Naval Air Station. San Diego,
guest this week
Glenn, born May 29.
work that he was engaged in when Calif. Mr. Hyde is
Mr. and Mrs. Jeste Brentley, he entered the service in 1944. of Mr. Rob Lee.
a son, Richard Lee, born May 30. His wife is Mrs. Christine Jones
Cpl, Robert Gart:son, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Collins, a Kelley. They have a little son, and Mrs. 'alter Garrison. was dbi..
at home.
st month a
charged
son. born June 4.
Ronnie.
withground crew,
Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Thomas,
Lt. (j.g.) Wells Thomas. Lovett. He was
r of the Air Corps,
Paris, se, son, born May 27.
Hazel Road, Murray, has been dis- radio o
and served 22 months in Eueppe!.
Perthe
at
Navy
the
from
charged
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leon FarHe attended college in Switzerris, Sedalia, a son, Walter Daniel, sonnel Separation Center in San land before flying home.
He
Francisco,
Calif.
born June 2.
the service nearly three
with
was
photograJohnson,
Charles E.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Redden,
years. He is enrolled in Murray
a son, Ralph Fredrick, born June pher's mate, third class, of Murray, State College
has been discharged, after honor3.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson, a able service in the Navy., It the
Print Finishing and
personnel separation center in
son, Billy Richard, born June 5.
Wash.
Bremerton.
Developing
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Moore
Robert Hopkins. who has just
at the Norton Infirmary at Louisville, a son, June 1. His name is received his honorable discharge
Ray Corbin Moore. Mrs. Moore from the United States Navy, is at
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
is the former Mary Jane Corbin. home with his parents. P.4r. and
Phone 387
Mr. and Mrs. William Dickinson, Mrs Dave Hopkins.
a son. born June 5. Mrs. Dickinson is the former Miss Ella Sue
Harris.

1212 West Main Street

•
Present day shortages and restrictions have made it increasingly difficult to operate a public eating establishment.

:1

eat
ecently

art, son of Mr.
Cpl. Joe
tewart, is now loand Mrs. Its e
cated in Wa ington, D. C.. at the
Walter Reed Hospital. He is second in command of the Technical
Service Unit Department there.
He writes that the hospital is a
very nice place and very efficiently run and that those who are
employed there have a wonderful
opportunity to render service to our
returned, wounded heroes, who
have given so much for the cause
of freedom.
Corporal Stewart has written that
he will never forget May 23, 1946.
He was one of the soldiers chosen
to go with some of the wheel chair
patients, to represent Walter Reed
Hospital at a garden party at the
White House.
He was personally introduced to
the President and Mrs. Truman,
Admiral and Mrs. Nimitz, General
and Mrs. Bradley, Secretary of
State Brynes and Mrs. Byrnes, the
postmaster general and wife and
others.
There were representatives from
the Army, Navy. Marines, Coast
Guard. Red Cross Nurses, veterans
from both, World Wars and most
every form of service. The U. S.
Marine Band furnished the music
for the occasion Ice cream, cake,
cookies and punch were served.
There were reporters and photographers from leading newspapers
and magazines present. At the
close of the party an army plane
flew over and did some sky writing which read "JOIN AAF."

Science Scratches
Poison Ivy Off List

TO OUR FRIENDS, CUSTOMERS and to the PUBLIC:

II

!

Corporal
Of White

Supreme Court and other State
officials said they could not recall any similar case.
The soldiers, Richard Kurman
and Phillip Sudwick, 18, Cleveland,
and Lee Roy Kirby, 21, Spartanburg, S. C.. signed a letter to
Judge Auten consenting to the
Dr. H. L. Davis, principal of the
whippings and asking clemency Lafayette School, will conduct one
from their prison terms.
of the special courses offered as
Each leaned across a table in workshops during the summer sesthe courtroom while Ray Hayes, sion at Murray College.
acting chief deputy sheriff, applied
Formerly state supervisor of voa wide leather belt. The youths cational guidance, Dr. Davis is
were examined before and after now principal of the largest county
the whippings by Coroner Howard school in Kentucky and a visiting
A. Dishongh and later were re- professor at the University of Kenturned to the custody of officers tucky. He is one of the leading
at Camp Robinson. Camp Robin- authorities on guidance.
son officials declined comment. At one time, he was supervisor
Judge Auten, who recently had of guidance and dean of boys in
campaign the Lexington city schools. A naa
conducting
been
against juvenile delinquency, said tive of Arkansas, he has studied at
he believed his action legally just- the University of Virginia, Coified.
lumbia University, and the University of Kentucky.
His course, "Guidance In Today's
Schools", is scheduled June 17July 10 inclusive during the summer session at Murray College,
Science has happy tidings this and will deal with the developsummer for American vacationists ment of a program of educational
allergic to that "Dracula" of sum- guidance based upon the needs,
mer vegetation known as poison the opportunities, and the reivy. The good news comes in the sources of the community.
form of a new war-born chemical
(Dichlorophenoxy2.4-D
called
acetic acid), now available to operators of vacation playgrounds and
owners of summer homes and
camps.
When sprayed on poison ivy
Kentuckians now living in the
plants, this new running mate of
Detroit
vicinity of metropolitan
the other new chemical wonder,
will hold meetings to organize a
DDT, will render the obnoxious
Wednesday. June 12, at
weed totally harmless. The nasty social club
Community House, 12515
Parkside
spraying,
after
soon
stuff collapses
between the hours of
as the chemical penetrates to the E. Warren,
Everyone born
very roots of the plant and the 8 p.m. and 10 pm.
Kentucky is invited
plant actually strangles to death. in the, state of
together
Experiments conducted by scien- to apply for membership
and wives retists show that 1,600 square feet of with their husbands
place of birth.
a weed-infested area can be cov- gardless of their
dramatics,
with approximately $1.00 Picnics, dances, contests,
ered
compeworth of the chemical 2-4-D, or etc_ will be organized and
titive schedules arranged with at
Weed-No-More.
least a dozen other clubs from
southwestern states that are likewise being organized.

An Announcement

II
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ALL KINDS OF APPLIANCE REPAIRS
(Except Refrigeration)

CHARLES COB URN • JOAN BENNETT • WILLIAM ETTHE

VISIT US AND LOOK OVER OUR,STORE

Colonel . Effingham's Raid

in Berry Fleming's

i

THE SCALE4
L.''SWI.NGINGandDOWN
PLUS•
LATEST FOX NEWS

B. H. CORNETT, Owner and Manager
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• L.12,-C A L S
Robert Williams. Edwin Water.
held. art Tommie Howard were
ie Oak' ftlidge. Tenn. Tuesday attending the GI. sale of automobiles and trucks.
Miss Emma Helm had as visitors
last week, Mrs Minnie Hess of
Peoria. 111.. Mrs Minnie English.
Mayfield. and Mr. and Mrs. J L.
Doran from Yorkville. Tenn.
Mr and Mrs. Pat Wear were,
week-end guests of Mr and Mrs.
Boyd Wear. - Mrs. Wear returned
to Earlington Monday. Mr.. Wear
enrolled at Murray State where
hr will take post-graduate work
HAirry Dulaney. Atlanta, Ga.. was
in Murray this week. He was enroute to Texas and New Orleans
Mr Dulaney represents Davis &
Geck. a division of the Ann:rican
Cyanamid. New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rowlett and
children. Charles.
Ann. Bettie
Gayle. and Paul Exalander of New
Lenox. Ill.. visited Mr. and Mrs.
John Key and Mr. and Mrs Burie
Cochrtuzi over the week-end

and Mr. and Mrs. C. M McCuislion, Detroit. the Rev. and Mrs.
William T. Newsome and
little
daughter Sharon. Wayne. Mich..
Mr. and Mrs. Pat McCuiaton. Hopkinsville. and Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Reynolds. Oak ,Ridge. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Caraway and
daughter Janice of Hazel,- Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Jones and daughter
Sue. South Sixth street. were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Caraway. South F.durth street.
Miss Erla Mae McClure. Murray.
a
with a .major in, biology. received
der:rees in Bachelor of Arts or
Western
Bachelor of Science at
Kentucky State Teachers College at
Commencement exercises held Friday evening. May 31. at Bowling
Green.
Mr. and Mrs Noble Suiter. St.
Louis. visited his parents. Mr and
larr."-J W. Suiten last week, and
her relatives at Sedalia.

Miss Lillian Mitchell. Lewisport.
and Miss Frankie Combran. of
Whitesville, were guests of Miss
Eppie Wilcox and attended
the
alumni banquet May 25. Mis.s WilMr. and Mrs. Rune Cochrum and cox is at home after teaching at
some. Frank. Bob and Jimmy. Mr. Whitesville the past year.
and Mrs. Joe Rowlett. Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. ,Ellegopel. nee, Miss
Mrs Robert Lee Waters. Charles Lou Ella Gibbs. and baby. Judith
W.tieham, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Key Ann arrived in Murray Tuesday to
and daughter Judy went to Nash- join her -sister. -- Miss Ann Es-a
the Gibbs in a .visit With their mother.
attended
ville. Tenn. and
Grand Ole Oprey, Saturday night. Mrs. Edd Gibbs. Hamilton avenue.
Members of the T. M McCuis- Miss Gibbs is religious education
tau—family who were at hame for director in the First Methodist
the funeral of Mr. McCuiston Last Church. Fairfield. Iowa. She came.
wetk
ere:. __Mr. and . Mre. R.- C. to Murray the hen week in May
McClinton. Mr. and Mrs. H. R. and attended the Alumni banquet
MeCuiston. Mr. and Mrs. Macon May 25.
MicCuiston. Highland Park. Mich..
Capt. Palmer Corn of the Army
Air Corps is visiting his brother.
Print Finishing and
enroute to
Herschel-1 Corn
He
San Francisco. Calif.. where he
Developing
will be stationed.
Misses Ruth. Frances and Jane
Sexton are spending several days
293 SOUTH sIXTH ti
this week in Chicago.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Reicroat and
Phone 357

DONELL STUDIO

• SCARCE HARD TO GET ITEMS
We were able to get some. Purple Hull Peas and Texas
Honey- Drip Sorghum Seed this week. also Halbert Honey
and Kleckley Sweet Watermelon. Seed. We also have a
good stork of ALL INSECTICIDES — Paris Green, Arsenate of Lead. Kryotide D 50 with Sulphur. Cryolite and
Roteone.
- •
There is still plenty of time to plant Broadbent's Kentucky Certified Hy.brid Corn. We saw some of this corn
planted as late as July 5, last year. that made good corn.
We

have Fertilizer now for corn and tobacco..

ROSS FEED COMPANY
in

NIL REA1, ILENTI.CKY
North Third street

Telephone
'SEE ROSS FOR SEED'

LEDGER &
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Mr. and Mrs. Earl Partain and
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF
children, Joe and Judy of Lebanon
to feed starving/ people . and to
Junction are guests this week of son. Leonard of Evansville. Ind.,
CHRIST
maintain record livestock numbers
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Thurman. were week-end euests of Mr. and
in this country. The number of
Minister
Falwell.
0.
W.
Dr Houston was called to see
people that can be fed with liveMr. and Mrs. Rescroat canie to at.- Mrs. C. L. VainEhn.
•
Mrs.
Toni
night.
Lfilville
Saturday
tend the reunion IA the class of
stuck products by us, of grain as
br Q. D. WILSON
Mrs. Dean Hickok and Children
The Annual Homecoming at the
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Stom and
1913. Murray High School which left Monday by motor for San
livestock feed is much less than
was held Sunday afternoon.
the number that can be fed by an Miss Alta Davis were Sunday Frieaidship Church of Christ is
Francisco, Calif.. from where they
e Phosphate
equal amount of grains consumed afternoon callers of Mr. and Mrs. planned for the fourth Sunday in
Sgt. Joe Winds. it. who has been will sail for Manila where her husThe dealers state that pkosphate directly by people.
June iJune 231. We are inviting
J N. Johnson.
serving in the ETD, arrived last band. It. Dean Hickok is stationed.
is more plentiful. If you have not
preachers to be
Several old neighbors and rela- all of the former
week-end after receiving his honit Will be ateessary to make
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Morris and obtained your needs in 1946. now
present,,, pn this occasion. Bro.
orablZ. discharge from the army children of Chicago
maximum use of pastures, hay and tives spent Sunday with Mr. and
spent the would be a good time
Glarence Mayfield from Brown's
to come in
and is with his parents. 4n, and week-end in Murray.
forage to continue marketings at Mrs. Boss Laycock and son and
and get your order.
Grove is to be present to direct the
Clifton
brother,
Mrs.
Laycock'a
Mr. and
Mrs. V. E. Windsor.
their
present
high rates, the joint
Mrs. John Relitnson and son,
song service. The regular Bible
Lime
Mrs7-Charles Kivett arrived Monwill Thompson who has been in a hosannouncement said.
This
Randall of - Bristol. Thin., are
Study is scheduled for 10 a.m, and
The
lime
broken
time
with
pital
supply
a
for
some
is
for
a
unlimited.
Knoxville
day night trona
mean sacrifice in the finish on
guests of- Mrs. Lula Risenhoover.
the preaching service at 11 a.m. A
The AAA can furnish you your cattle but will make available leg.
Mr.
visit - with the' Windsor.
Mr. Robinson. who accompanied Soil-Building
special song service is planned for
allowance in lime. large supplies of grain for human
Kivett received his law- degree
Caraway
Mr.
and
Leo
and
Mrs.
ffiem to Murray. has re-turned to or
the afternoon, beginning at 2 p.m.
you can buy all the lime you contumption.
from the-University. of Tennessee
family spent Sunday with Mr. and
Bristol:
Also short talks by visiting minneed through the Soil Improve.
on Monday.
Mrs.
son.
Dave
Harmon
and
The government subsidy of 50
isters and others. EVERYONE IS
Frye Levee is a pe- ment Association. If you plan to
'Miss
Mary
and
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goodman
cents per hundred pounds now beMrs. Nellie Oliver is visiting INVITED. Come and bring a bastit tat at
the
Houston-McDevitt lime in 1946 NOW is your opporarrived last week-end
children
ing paid to cattle feeders will Mr. and Mrs. Clpvis Grubbs and ket dinner. Tables will be provided
Clinic.
tunityfrom Union City where Mr. Goodend June 30 since tbe general son.
J20
to spread at the dinner.
Miss Glover Dale Tarver of MurFanners Urged To Finish Beef
man has been teaching. and have
world grain supply situation makes
Mrs. Fred Taylor, Mrs. Sue Salfreesboro. Tenn.. is visiting her
With Len Grain
an apartment at Swann Delmanit no longer desirable to finish mon and sons
visited Mr. and
uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. GatFarmers can contribute immedi- large
Mr. Goodman is attending
tory.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bell and
numbers of cattle at top Mrs. George Linville and daughter
lin Clopton, and Mr. and Mrs. H. ately II the
worki's food problem grades, the statement added.
Murray State College.
son of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
last
Thursday.
B. Bailey. Miss Tarver is being by marketing
numbers of beef
Miss Vivian Sue Bell left Sunday entertained at a number of inforMrs. Maud Grogan spent last Danny Darnell and son and Mr.
cattle with little or no grain feedfor Detroit where she will spend mal parties during her visit.
week with Mr. and Mrs. William and Mrs. Troy Knight of Model,
WINS
LEAF
CHAMPIONSHIP
ing, Chairman Q. D. Wilson of the
Tenn., and Miss Alice Winchester
Grubbs.
the summer.
e.. Mrs. George Henry and chil- Calloway County
Triple-"A" comMrs. May Grubbs visited Mr. were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bogard Dunn left dren returned Monday to their ment issued by the
United States
Futrell and
A quarter of 'an acre of leaf 'that and Mrs. William Grubbs Friday and Mrs. Starkey
Friday for Durham: N. C., where home in Jonesboro, Ark., follow- Department of Agriculture.
daughter. Sunday afternoon callers
brought $224.66 won Lowell Ro- night.
th.y will enter' Duke University. ing a visit with her parents. Mr.
The statement announced in- land of Mt. Zion. Grant county, the
Mrs. Rachel Calloway and baby. were Mr. and Mrs. Peet Vinson,
Miss Dorothy Dale returned last and Mrs. Clifford Melugin.
creased ceiling prices for wheat. district 4-H club tobacco cham- Bobby, and Billy
Olive of De- Mr and Mrs. Joe- Dill of Model,
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Ellison of corn, rye. oats, barley.
%TOL from Durham. N. C.. where
end grain !Unship. Plants were set early troit. Mrs. Dole Jackson, Mrs. Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. Tosco
she received her master of arts Corbin were week-end guests of sorghums to encourage sale of and the crop harvested and cured
Gaylon Jackson and suns and Mrs. Collins and daughters.
Ellison and Mrs. elan: for
degree:
. . from Duke University, and their son. Wid
ethipments to countries early.
Complete fertilizer
was Wallace* Jackson of Buchanan were
Stom and
Misses' Leola
Joan
ElliSOn_.
her
with
summer
will spend the
where people are starving.
used at the rate of 800 pounds to Monday afternoon callers of Mrs. Giles visited Dot Farris and Norma
Miss Ann Brown, nurse at Murmother. Mrs. J. F. Dale. Her sisThere, is not enough grain both the acre.
George Linville and family.
Simmons Wednesday afternoon.
ter. Mrs. Wildy Berry. - Who at- ray State College. will leave the
tended the graOuating excroises at latter part of the we,k for LexDuke. roturned to Murray with ington wba..re she has accepted a
position at the University Of KenML'S Pale.
tucky.
Dr and Mrs: John W. Carr have
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Griffin and
as their guests Mrs. Fred Boone
and Dr. daughter. Suzanne of Monroe. La..
Indianapolis. Ind..
of
are gutsts of Mrs. Griffin's paCarr- granddaughter. Miss Ruth
rents. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Gilbert.
Holton of Enid. Okla.
One nice 40-acre farm located near Penny. ImproveMr. and Mrs. A. W. Bilbrey,
One 50U-acre farm located on T.V.A, highway, four
Genie gilbert visited in PaduModel. Tenn.. Mrs. H. D. Vinson. ments are in good condition, soil very productive; and can
cah last week-end with his daughmiles east. of New Concord. This is a farm that has many
13ilbrey
Mrs.
Elmo
and
Jr..
Mr.
be purchased at a reasonable price. This farm has plenty possibilities, being located on the Kentucky Lake, there
ter. Mrs. Lawrence, Swift and Mr.
daughter.
Carolyn
of Ft. of
Swift. and his son. Guthrie Gil- and
stock water, and a fine well. Seller will give terms being many desirable camp sites and a lot of good producCarter Bailey
visited
Mrs.
litese.•
bert.
on
this farm.
.
tive soil. This farm can be purchased for $12.00 pet acre.
MurJean
of
Pegy,y
daughterMr. and Mrs. James Gilber4 and and
Sunday night.
ray
One
83-acre
farm
two
Mr.
Paduenh
miles'
ith
northwest
in
visited
of
Kirksey,
son
One 25-acre farm unimproved, beautiful building site,
W. V. Kirkland is recuperating at well improved; dwelling
and Mrs. Ray Jackson. • Mr. and
house constructed in 1941; good and 15 acres fine creek bottom land, located.3
for
.optration
miles east
from
an
his
home
tobacco barn and stock barn; 63 acres in grass and all of
Mrs. Guthrie Gilbert. and Mr. and
Murray, on New-CrOncord highway, If you are interthe removal of a cataract from
Mrs. L.Avrence. Swift.
good
soil.
This
farm
can
be
purchased very reasonable. ested in improving a small farm according to your own
his eye which he' recently underRichard Roberts.- Amos Outland.
went at- a Mayfield hospital.
One 50-acre farm; all improvements constructed in ideas, this is your chance.
James Ratteree, Highland Park.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Murcheson 1945; located on New Concord
Mich.. employees of N.ish-Kelhighway 5 miles from MurRichard
One 63-acre farm located on State line near Perry
vina:dr. arrived here. Friday. They and eons, William A. and
ray. This farm can be purchased-15 acres- and all imof Highland Park. Mich.. are isrde_sts
store, well improved; fine orchard, well water and good
are visiting their families for a
provements,
39
acres
and
all
improvements—or
acres.
50
of Mrs. Caine Jones.
productive soil. This farm can be bought at a bargain.
week. tin Roberts and Mr. OutDr. and Mrs. R. U. Mason have Thip is a piece of property you would like to look at and
land will return Sunday.
returned from Daytona Beach, Fla., we are sure you would be interested in, and would want
Mrs Oliver Hood and Miss Hazel
and Ashville. N. C. where they this farm for a permanent home.
Hood left yesterday for ShreveCITY PROPERTY
spent several weeks.
port. la. Mrs.. Hood will join her
One
421
.,
acre
farm
unimproved
except
one
tobacco
Miss Suzanne Snook. WashingOne modern home, newly decorated inside and out.
husband. Dr. Hood. who is conC.. and Paducah. arrived in barn and stock barn. This farm is located one mile from hardwood floors, basement,
nected with a Shreveport hospital. ton. D.
furnace, lots of beautiful
the
old
Stone
school house, and is highly productive and
guest of
and Miss Hood will visit relatives Murray today to be the
shrubbery and a home that would appeal to anybody.
vvould
make
e
fine
farm
ay.sdshrdludddd
for
for
one
a
few
friends
man.
See
this
one.
there and at Ringgold. La.
This house is vacant and possession can be had any day.
,
Mrs. Martin %Willing [Mary Mel- friends for a few days.
One 71-acre farm located 2 miles northwest of Penny; If you are interested in a modern home and one that will
remains
Sledd,
very
Sr.
W. T.
len) and son sailed Tuesday from
well improved, fine well of water and very productive not require any improvement whatsoever for sometime
New York City to loin . Lt. Col. ill in the Houston-McDevitt Clinic. soil.
This is a farm anyone would like that is interested to come, then this is the end of your dream.
Wehlinp in .Breinerheven. Ger- His condition is critical.
farming.
in
Dr.
F.
returned,
C.
Pogue.
recently
with
Wetiling_
Col
Li.
many.
One 10-room house, orrth 4th street which affrom Europe where he was engaged
the army of occupation.
One 90-acre farm located 2 miles north of Murray. fords the owner living quarters and rents
out four apartin writing the history of World
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Real Estate For Sale!

e•=.

c

This is one of the fine farms in

Calloway County. Good ments whicr- brings in a monthly rental of $85.00. This
War II. spent. a few days here this
improvements, good well water, and has been limed and is a desirable piece of property
week. He will return Sunday for
and if you are interested
speaking enragements at the Pres- phosphated. If you are interested in a home close to Mur- in property that will assure you of an income, this propbyterian Church and the College.. ray that will produce and soon pay for itself, this is the erty will appeal to you and it can be purchased at a reasMiss Quanita McDougall. who has farm you have been waiting for.
onable price.
been teaching in Tennessee. is at
53-acre farm located three quarter mile north of
-erne with her parents. Mr. and
One 9-room house on Olive Street which is desirably
Lynn Grove, electric' lights, on school bus route, milk route
•Irs Toy P. McDougall. Olive
located and in good condition, and can be purchased at a
mail
and
route.
This
is
a
nice
little farm, and can be pur-,!reen
_
interested .in
good value you will
. low figure. If you
Mike Lillian Watters will leave chased worth the money.
want to see this property.
77itiay for New York. She will
(inc 15-acre farm 3 miles southeast of Murray. New
rend three months there.
brick home, bath, electric lights and all outbuildings new.
One 4-room house with bath. Lot 105 by 200,

arc

Crops are more important this year than they've
been in a long time!
If you are having trouble financing your crop this
year, come in for a talk with us.
We have various types of loans, one of which might
suit your needs.
You can still make a good 'crop, so delay no longer.

If you are interested in a modern home with small acreage, this farm should please you.
S. Pleasant Grove
One 180-acre fine Blood river bottom farm, located
southwest of New Concord on T.V.A. highway. This farm
My Mrs. Sara Smotherman
is highly productive and all improvements are good, and
arid children if yOu are interested in a fine bottom farm, this one is
Mrs. Ed Roger's„
!ter spending several weeks with priced ter sell.
•r mother. Mrs Will .D. Erwin
One 349-acre farm located 6 miles east of New Connd family, returned to thtir flume
cord
on Kentucky Lake. 90 acres fine bottom tend. two
7. Detroit last week.
Mrs. Cleo Cuningham was shap- settlements, one new dwelling house with basement; Delco
light plant, and on T.V.A,.highway. Owner proposes to
:rig in Paris last Tuesday.
Mrs C. 'R. Paschall continues to sell this prOperty at a sacrifice.
,
lowly iMproVu 21?-aere farm adjoining the,city limits of Murray.
Mrs • Latta Miller of Crossland
▪ - IN
This farm is all in Clarks river bottom and has been
,ble to b
up part of the time
kno-wn as the corn producing belt in Calloway County.
:Li- several months illness.- ;
A large crowd attended the cm- There ate vast possibilities for future developmentS of
'unity singing at Pleasant Grove this fine tract of land. There is three-quarters of a mile
.ast Sunday afternnon. Children's .railroad track frontage and one-quarter of a mile highDay will be at this church 'third ,way frontage,- There is also a very fine
double-shedded
Sunday night.
tobacco barn on this farm, and if you are interested in one
Dr and Mrs. C. R. Ellis and son,
of the best producing farms in Calloway County, then this
Clement Jr.., of Lexington. spent'a
f.w_days the. first of the - week is your chance.
One 56-acre farm, -unimproved, on Eggrsers Ferry
'siting relative, among whem
k ere Mrs Hartle Ellis.. Mr. and 'highway one mile from lake. Beautiful building site in
Ars. Stark Erwin. Mr. and Mrs. nice shady grove of trees, and can
be purchased for
aincan Rliis. Mrs,
R Paschall.
$1,650.00.'If you are interested in a small farm, a place
'dr -and Mrs. Liles- PaschalL Mr.
fomi- of business or tourist cottages, this properly-1N cheap.
.nd_ Mrs Donnie Boyd
Mr and Mrs. Hoyt Vraig. and .
One 831 ., acre farm 1 1-g miles west of Crossland;
tie writer_
well improved, 5-acre tobacco base and good productive
Mr and Mr-. Les Jones visited
soil. Ibis is a farm anyone would like to own.
're Miller hntne last week.
014103-acre,farm, located 3 miles southeast of *Mur711e yeurie peOple have an intersting Sunday evening meeting at ray- in.the Locust Grove community. This farm is well
;his church: All services it this improved, and is one of the fine farms in Calloway County.
are far all who find it con- If you aYe interested in a fine farm and one that you can
make as a pernianent home, then you should see this farm
Without further delay.
•
One 23-acre farm, 2-room house and other improvements. !fleeted r mile south of Stella. Good gravel road,
eleetric,highline in front of houice. Good productive soil,
from lunctional periodic pain I fine veell of water, and can be purchased at a very reasonI able price.
Cardui is a liquid medicine which
One 100-acre farm, 25 acres in timber, located one
many women soy has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nermile west of Hardin. Four-acre tobacco base, and all im,kous strain of functional perlodio
distress. Here's how It may hetp'
provements good. This. farm is highly productive, and
like a t
seller will arrange terms.
should Slim,
I itTaken

How women ii,/ girls
Inay get wanted relief

PAY US BACK WHEN YOU HAVE HARVESTED
AND MARKETED YOUR PRODUCTS

L

1•

•ppetite. aid d
elion.' than help bull
mest.tonce for the
to come

Peoples Savings Bank
Member F. D. C(._.

••t

2 '1017:t"ilyolshoud l lanairlei;.beit

pain due to purely tune%social periodic maim
t holpe,
;r7, I-7;1-1

1- CARDUI

located
on South 12th Street. Large grape vineyard and fine garden. This property is vacant and purchaser can obtain
immediate possession. Priced to sell.

One 4-room house with bath; located on Olive Street,
in a splendid neighborhood and is now vacant. This property can be purchased at a reasonable price.
One 9-room house and 6 extra lots located in Hardin,
Ky: Electric lights, and pump.in well, and possession can
be had in 30 days. This property is priced to sell.
One 10-room house close in on Poplar Street. hot
90 by 234 feet, and the rental of apartments on this prop.
erty will pay for itself in a few years:
One 7-room house with bath, and 2 acres. Plenty of
outbuildings and really a nice piece of property throughout. This property is really worth the money.
Two houses and one store building and' 1' 1-4 acres
of land. One dwelling house-is practically new and the
seller enjoys.a profitable grocery business. This property

•

'I

is priced to sell.
One 5-room house and bath on South 8th Street. This
property- .as just been completely reworked and is in a
fine state af repair. Possession can be had on this property next week. This is priced, to sell.
•
Line ...Ace 4-room house with bath, and stairway for
upstairs natal: and extra lot on corner of Sycamore and
South 6th. This is a beautiful little home and a beautiful
extra lot which is paved on the front and .wet side. See
this home and you will like it.
One new 4-room house witheth, on North 6th StKe.et.
Lot 60 by 150. This is a nice little home and possession
can be given at once.
If you 5re interested in any Real Estate we'would appreciate your coming to our office and permitting us to
go over our list,
we assure you we will do everything
possible to please you scithac farm or city property.
We also have a number of business opportunities, and
also several business lots, and a large list of desirable lots
for dwellings.
If you are a service man and interested in purchasing
a home (whether. a farm or house and lot), we will
be
glad to assist you and explain what our Government proposes to do for World War II veterans.
-•
•

Tucker & Baucum Real Estate & Insurance Agency
;

Office Peoples Savings Bank Building
T. 0. BAUCUM, Sr.
I IIRAM TUCKER

Loaeleieete_eeee-ateniseeteheielkellbeifekleheletheW,lei'-e :retes-iseellairhaesileree:lealetetleeeese• .

Office Phone 122
FRED 'STONE
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3 Soldiers Whipped Dr. H. L. Davis
by Arkansas Court To Instruct Here
Order

WILLIAM THOMPSON RECEIVES
PROMOTION AND APPOINTMENT
William Thompson. son of the
Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Thompson, received a promotion and an appointment to the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy. Kings Point, N.
He has had five
Y., recently.
months basic training at San Mateo, Calif.
His six months sea duty ,aboard
the S. S. Sea Perch took him to
Philinpine Islands twice,
then through the Panama Canal
to Liverpool. England and Havre
France.
The Sea Perch is a United Fruit
Company ship which was being
used as a troop transport and car-

tied approximately 2,400 troops.
Thompson served as an Engineering Cadets while at sea. His
promotion came through competitive examination that included 1800
cadets. Only 800 could be take at
one time. He will enter as a Second Classman and will get a de,
gree in engineering and a commission in th Merchant Marine and
U. S. Navy too.
Thompson has been spending his
leave in Murray, where he is a
graduate of Murray High School.
His father was pastor of the First
'Christian Church here for several
years.

U. S. Sues For
Condemnation Of
Items At Murray

seizure and condemnation action.
The government charges that
the leaflets are misleading because
statements in them are claims that
the device listed in the suit is effective in treatment of many diseases-among them arthritis, diabetes, , poor circulation, lack of
body minerals, abscess of the
lungs, stomach and kidney ailments, rheumatism, blood poisoning, decay of the jawbone and
sinus, and "lazy liver."
The device is being held for
final, disposition of the case by
Federal
Deputy
Court,
Clerk
Claude Bennett said.
The property was shipped from
Dayton, 0., to Murray in interstate
commerce-by truck, the United
States alleged.
•

The United States has filed suit
In Federal Court in Paducah for
seizure and condemnation of a socalled health device, drugs and
leaflets, said to be in possession
of Miss Frances Bradley. 1108 West
Main street.
The government charges that
the leaflets contain false and misleading statements connected with
treatment of diseases by use of
the device, prescribed as "a device consisting of a gas-heated
thermostatically controlled generator." The U. S. also lists two
Every sweet has Its sour:
bath cabinets, labeled
enameled
"Vapo-Bath," as sought in the evil its good.

Corporal
Of White

every

Saturday and
Sunday

CAPITOL
CALIFORNIA
GOLD RUSH

October, 1942, and, was commissioned in November, 1944. A graduate- of Hazel High school, he attended Murray State. College for
He plans to enter
two years.
•
school in the fall.
Sgt. Samuel L. Kelley arrived
and has his dishere last we
charge. He was last stationcd in
Salt Lake City.' He is the son of
R. E. Kelley and will be associated
, the
with him in the hatchery,
work that he was engaged in when
he entered the service in 1944.
His wife is Mrs. Christine Jones
llne iye.. They have a little son.
R en
Ko

eat
ewart
ouse ecently

James H. Steele, EM 3-e. son ofJ. H. Steele, lie!tite I. Puryeag,
Tenn.. was discharged at -Memphis
this week after serving 2.6 mon-ths
with 20 months in the Pacific
Theater of Operations. He engaged in one major invasion.

art, son of Mr.
Cpl. Joe
tewart, is now loand Mrs. Ha e
cated in Wa ington, D. C., at . the
Little Rock, Ark., June 1-ArWalter Reed Hospital. He is seckansas was involved in a legal
ond in command of the Technical
A. Gregor Hyde, nun. 2-t. has
question tonight over the action of
Service Unit Department there.
returned fr7in .20 months service
Circuit Judge Lawrence C. Auten
a
He writes that the hospital is
in the Navy. He has been stationMr. and Mrs. Thomas McCloud,
in ordering public whippings in
very nice place and very effic- Route 4, Cadiz, a son, Thomas
ed at Naval Air Station, San Diego,
court for three young Camp Rotiently run and that those who are Glenn, born May 29.
Calif. Mr.-Hyde is guest this week
inson soldiers who pleaded guilty
employed there have a wonderful
of Mr. Rob Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Brentley,
to charges of burglary and grand
opportunity to render service to our
Cpl. Robert Garr:son, son of Mr.
30.
May
born
Lee,
Richard
son,
a
larceny.
returned, wounded heroes, who
and Mrs. Valter Garrison, was disMr. and Mrs. Horace Collins, a
With the consent or the youths,
have given so much for the cause son, born June 4.
at home.
st month a
charged
Judge Auten had them given 20
of freedom.
ground crew,
He was With
lashes across the buttocks in lieu
Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Thomas,
Lt. (j.g.1 Wells Thomas Lovett.,
r of the Air Corps,
Corporal Stewart has written that Paris, a son. born May 27.
of three-year prison terms. Their
Hazel Road. Murray, has been dis- radio c
served 22 months in Europe.
and
he will never forget May 23, 1946.
Perthe
at
eight thefts at Little Rock busiNavy
the
Leon Far- charged from
He attended college in SwitzerHe was one of the soldiers chosen e4tr. and Mrs. Walter
ness places netted about $450.
Walter Daniel, sonnel Separation Center in San land before flying home.
He
to go with some of the wheel chair ris, Sedalia, a son,
traneisca, Calif.
Supreme Court and other State
2.
June
born
was with the service nearly three
patients, to represent Walter Reed
photograJohnson,
E.
Charles
officials said they could not reRedden,
R.
,
.
Ralph
Mrs.
Mr. and
years. He is enrolled in Murray
Hospital at a garden party at the
call any similar case.
a son, Ralph Fredrick, born June pher's mate, third class, of Murray, State College.
White House.
after honordischarged,
been
has
3.
The soldiers, Richard Kurman
He was personally introduced to
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson, a able service in the Navy,, at the
and Phillip Sudwick, 18, Cleveland,
Print Finishing and
Truman,
Mrs.
and
personnel separation center in
President
the
son, Billy Richard, born June 5.
and Lee Roy Kirby, 21, SpartanDeveloping
Admiral and Mrs. Nimitz, General
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Moore Bremerton, Wash.
burg, S. C. signed a letter to
Robert Hopkins, who has just
of
Secretary
Bradley,
Mrs.
and
Louisat
Infirmary
Norton
the
at
the
to
consenting
Judge Auten
Dr. H. L. Davis, principal of the
received his honorable discharge
whippings and asking clemency Lafayette School, will conduct one State Brynes and Mrs. Byrnes, the ville, a son, June 1. His name is
postmaster general and wife and Ray Corbin Moore. Mrs. Moore from the United States Navy, is at
from their prison terms.
of the special courses offered as
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
others.
is the former Mary Jane Corbin. home with his parents, Mr. and
Each leaned across a table in workshops during the summer sesMrs Dave Hopkins.
Phone 387
There were representatives from
Dickinson,
William
Mrs.
and
Mr.
the courtroom while Ray Hayes, sion at Murray College.
the Army, Navy, Marines, Coast a son. born June 5. Mrs. Dickinacting chief deputy sheriff, applied-• Formerly state supervisor of voGuard, Red Cross Nurses, veterans son is the former Miss Ella Sue
a wide leather belt. The youths cational guidance, Dr. Davis is
from both World Wars and most Harris.
were examined before and after now principal of the largest county
every form of service. The U. S.
the whippings by Coroner Howard school in Kentucky and a visiting
Band furnished the music
A. Dishongh and later were re- professor at the University of Ken- Marine
turned to the ctittody of officers tucky. He is one of the leading for the occasion 'Ice cream, cake,
cookies and punch were served_
at Camp Robinson. Camp Robin- authorities on guidance.
There were reporters and phoson officials declined comment.
supervisor
At one time, he was
tographers from leading newspapers
FRANKFURT, June 3-The specJudge Auten, who recently had of guidance and dean of boys in
and magazines present. At the tacular U.S. Third Army, last of
campaign
a
conducting
been
the Lexington city schools. A na- close of the party an army plane the six American armies in Europe
against juvenile delinquency, said tive of Arkansas, he has studied at
flew over and did some sky writ- on V-E Day, will be deactivated
he believed his action legally just- the University of Virginia, Coing which read "JOIN AAF."
this summer, and American occuified.
lumbia University, and the Unipation duties will be left to a conversity of Kentucky.
.
Oeromosent resenh
stabulary now numbering 38,000
U. S. Mobilizes Forces
His course, "Guidance In Today's To Ward Off Great
men, high staff officers revealed
ii pay
Schools", • is scheduled June 17- Juvenile Crime Wave
unofficially today.
:
eil
ll
Ju15' 10 inclusive during the sumAmerican forces in Europe now
.
compared
men,
mer session at Murray College,
319,000
WASHINGTON, June 4- Attor- number
Science has happy tidings this and will deal with the develop- ney General Tom Clark said today with about 250,000 British troops
vacationists
summer for American
ment of a program of educational the government is mobilizing pub- in the British occupation zone and
allergic to that "Dracula" of sum- guidance based upon the needs, lic and private forces to "forestall an unknown number of Soviet
ROBERT LOWERY
mer vegetation known as poison the opportunities, and the re- the greatest juvenile crime wave in soldiers in the Russian zone.
BRITTON
ivy. The good news comes in the sources of the community.
rih Lola Lone • frank Atlantis,.
the nation's history."
form of a new war-born chemical
. Byron Ion
tisdon
Eloyalanth
A national conference, sponsored Burch Named .to Succeed
,......, • , er
2) (Dichlorophenoxycalled
0
by the federal government, will be Glass In U. S. Senate
acetic acid), now available to ope"T
POE AND PEASANT"
held here in September to review
'
RICHMOND. Va. - Govern,
rators of vacation playgrounds and
and FOX NEWS
•
the whole teen-age crime problem, William M. Tuck recently named
and
owners of summer homes
prepare to combat it and recom- Rep. Thomas Granville • Burch,
camps.
mend any necessary legislation.
Democrat. of the Fifth CongressWhen sprayed on poison ivy
-Representatives of 12 federal ional District. eto succeed the late
Kentuckians now living in the
of
mate
running
.
new
plants, this
Detroit agencies, including the Federal Se- United States Senator Carter Glass
vicinity of metropolitan
the other new chemical wonder.
organize a curity Agency and the FBI, of of Virginia.
to
meetings
hold
PAUL
will
DDT, will render the obnoxious
Wednesday, June 12. at state and municipal governments,
weed totally harmless. The nasty social club
,Community House, 12515 the bench and bar, educational and
R
stuff collapses soon after spraying, Parkside
MO kll E. Warren, between the hours of religious authorities and leaders in
as the chemical penetrates to the
child welfare fields will particiborn
Everyone
pm.
10
and
p.m
8
"''..
il
very roots of fhe plant and the
ltiliMua4(11CIA
l
Eo
°IP
tig
of Kentucky is invited pate." Clark said in an interview.
siE:;
ostri•-c-19i
plant actually strangles to death. in the state
acstressed
Clark
"positive
that
together
membership
for
apply
to
scienby
conducted
Experiments
husbands and wives re- tion is essential x x x. It is aptists show that 1.600 square feet of with their
their place of birth. palling, for example the sex delcs,,
R
EOBNand
TO
RH
NAT
YEC
NK
NA
,,T
BUGS BU
a weed-infested area can be cov- gardless of
linquency among 17 year old girls
approximately $1.00 Picnics, dances, contests, dramatics,
with
ered
LUS:
and compe- increased 365 per cent in 1945. And
worth of the chemical 2-4-D, or etc., will be organized
titive schedules arranged with at 31 per cent of all crimes now are
Weed-No-More.
least a dozen other clubs from Committed by youths."
He said the conference will:
southwestern states that are like1. Prepare plans for juvenile
wise being organized.
correctional institutions "which will
,z . ,,
AKA 14 St
have neither the appearance nor
Lt. J. M. Overcast of the 4th
,
.7,.," '1. '.4.
.if .4.
•..„,./01.1 0I204 '
the atmosphere of prisons or refor- Marine, Infantry Division, is ,••
0
.
..
matories"
terminal leave and is visiting t..
,.. • , .
2. Consider minimum qualifica- aunts, Mrs. H. I. Neeley and Mr,
There is still time to have good tions for probation and parole of- Eva Perry of Hazel. Lt. Overcast
. 1114 r 11{1
.. who spent almost a year overseas
late gardens, according to the ficers.
•
3. Study the possible improve- in the Mauc Islands and Okinawa,
Kentucky College of Agriculture
Persons ment of juvenile detention facili- landed in San Francisco in May
and Home Economics.
who failed to get an early start at ties.
and from there- went to Groat
gardening should not be discourag4. Prepare recommendations for Lakes, Ill. He entered service in
ed, it is pointed out. There is still improving police training,
time to start vegetables for can5. Chart the setting up of comning and storing.
munity recreation facilities
Vegetables that can be planted youths.
6. Submit recommendations for
yet include tomatoes, cabbage, po.
"SCIENTIFICALLY STUNG"
tatoes, beets, carrots, sweet corn. construction of schools and playBlackheads toe. Ile waiting I
1
Bale,
a
I.
there
,e.
,
•
•
•
\
and THE LATEST FOX NEWS
squash. Chinese 'cabbage, turnips. grounds in federal, state and local
1 11,1 ol
.t.,
• ,, ',.
, r .•
Plalklit s
soybeans for food, and most kinds building programs.
enerninnt
,• .
.!,
7. Chart the organization of
of beans.
ugly Inackhead• .
of., I
ple di recti.fe a•••1 • ,•. ....: 5I...
nr•tartog wen. arnating,y
Tomatoes for canning are usual- community councils to coordinate
Ow:Ashanti!.
their ptenneeand bla
'mind
and
lUarres
anti-juvenile
delinquency Thee users enthossannally 11,nr
ly set in June and may be started local
:taint they an no longer ernharre.rd
ONLY
I••••
until July 1. Tomatoes are easy programs.
,
and are now 1..poy _ shih ti.,',
one •p8. Recommend legislation deal- 70e-sinner,. Yen Reseana,. If woo
to grow and yield well, and should
r:
i Lib pow woran'al
L
be grown in abundance for can- ing with youth crimes.
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Deactivated Soon

NOW PLAYING

p1

Science Scratches
Poison Ivy Off List

ME 4

Kentucky Club To
Be Organized In'
Detroit In June

1 7423 -

BARBARA

I

,r,

PLUS-

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

suT

Welcome Home

STARRING

WILD BILL ELLIOTT

r-c

With BOBBY BLAKE - ALICE FLEMING

"I

,.

P

• CARTOON and
•
SCARLET HORSEMAN No. 5

PLUS

SUNDAY and MONDAY

An Announcement

Time Enough Left
for Good Gardens

Effective Sat., June 8
THE BLUE BIRD CAFE

Will Close at 2:30 p.m. On

1111••••• today. sum.

7:30 p.m. Saturday& Sunday
•
'Present day shortages and reetrictiions have made it increasingly difficult to operate a public eating establishment.

The main shortages confronting a cafe are Meat, Fats
and Bread
LI
There has been much argument as to the reason for today's
shortages of food. Some attribute it to overseas shipments to starving
nations and others to government bungling. Whatever the cause there
is a definite shortage.

11

This lack of sufficient food is the one and only reason for our
adopting these new,temporary closing hours. Our standard closing
times will again be used when produce reaches that point that will.
allow us to operate on a safe margin.

ning, says the college.
Snap beans should be planted
heavily in June for canning and
drying. Pole and bush limas may
be planted all through June, and
the regular pole beans may be
planted up to August 1.
Sweet corn can be planted
late as July 20. Chinese cabbage
should be started August 1 arid
turnips sowed about August 15.
Irish potatoes should be planted
arotffid July I. fur the second. or
main crop.
Cabbage, beets and carrots grow
up to freezing weather and then
store well. There is still plenty
of time to grow tjtem. Squash
Winter squash may
store well.
be sowed until July 1 and summer
squash until July 20.
The general food situation calls
for extra attention to gardening,
In some instances
it is stated.
store shelves already have been
about bare, and home-produced
food may help out next fall and
winter.

Use our cuissuieo
get the business.

We earnestly request that the public bear with us in this.dif-,
ficult period, and sincerely believe that you will.

(1
8

Albert Crider

Leon Crider

412

ntin

•t

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY___

On-e in his spell
*the could never againi,
be free!

.

Tel. 10

THE HOME SERVICE STORE
1212 West Main Street

'.

: Phone 588

See-Us Before You Buy

PMENTS
(j""" 1""e4

We Have Plenty of Bargains

GENE TIERNEY

in

146
lihritgOMS11C

24" x 36" Base Cabinets (kitchen) $24.50 & $32.50
$32.95
Chaise Lounge, Aluminum
$18.00
Lounge Chairs
Oak Desk and Chair to match
$17.50
(a good buy)
$8.85
Steel Medicine Cabinets
$9.95
Pal Baby Walker
$29.95
Sunbeam Floor Lamps, the best
$9.75
Desk Lights, Fluorescent
$6.95 to $8.95
Porch Swings, Oak
$9.75
Aluminum Clothes Hampeiis (ventilated)
Sofa Beds, full of springs, beautiful
$69.50
cover, and makes a double bed
.005
Light Fixtures, Fluorescent Lighting.
We can save you money.

by Anya Seton

From the Novel

-WALTER HUSTON - VINCENT PRICE • PIN LAN CAN
PLUS: "Musical Masterpieces"
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
i
'
%.1...'

t
!
!

-......
nt t"

11

I will buy or electrify antique oil lights.
•
U

•

Y

,

49c

Wallis Drug Co.

eas--rbily

See us before you buy.

We are taking this step rather than purchase food
from ANY but LEGAL channels

Blue Bird,Cafe

/694

a."

FAIrpti.-.1w=ut.h....7

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
and FRIDAY, and at

.„

LOY
Don
111E HE
PLUS.

TO OUR FRIENDS, CUSTOMERS and to the PUBLIC:

MONARCH"'
finer Juices

We are equipped to drill through ilass, and we do
a nice job. No breakage.

:N T T • WILLIAM EYTHE
'JOAN .B:

ALL KINDS OF APPLIANCE REPAIRS
.(Except Refrigeration)

.
1I.11..:e:
I°N
1A
°
:::

in

VISIT US ANDLOOK OVER OUR STORE
I Orange& GrapefruitOreprifrvil...Oranpis

4

v:ot.::::WE's.c.,c:,

B. H. CORNETT, Owner and Manager
"
•11.

AT YOUR DEALERS

Colonel
PLUS

Berry Fleming's

Effingham's

Raid

"SWINGING DOWN THE SCALE"
and LATEST FOX NEWS

•
WL.

L

COPT

e••

.

1

FAMED

MISS I ti./.1

••••••

-

•
•
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Mich., 'of her church for' the past four
Detroit,
Hart,
Paschall
MEETING
FINAL
HAVE
DELTAS
to
with yellow ribbons twice given
illness, but always
Prince Albert Hart. Murray, two years due to
OF CLUB YEAR
work and
each...-01. the. 'guests. Personalized
Etratton and Miss kept in touch with the
Mrs.
Craig
girls,
napkins were used in the decora- Impro red
The final meeting of the club Mauctell Hart, Murray; four grand- mbtaifested much interest in the
tions
iform
year for the Delta Department was children, three living, Donald Pas- Lord's cause.
Friday. June 7
L /.
I Tile Kappa Delta Pi will hold a a family picnic at the city park on chall Hart, age 8 years. son of She was a good mother and
Place cards held names of the INtern.:Ilona I
teieeting. Dr. A. C. Aderhold, pro- Tuesday evening. Special guests Adolphus Hart, Billy Joe Hart, age wife. She loved her husband and
following guests: Miss Fenton, Mrs.
fessor of education from the Uni- were Troop 6 of the Girl Scouts 7, son of Mitchell Hart, James Ron- children dearly, and prayed God
Margaret Long, Chicago.. Mrs. WitMiss
Ragan.
.
Karl
Mrs.
versity of Georgia, will be the which is sponsored by the depart- ald Bretton. age 3 years, son of to bless and protect them unto the
Da
hers!
HAROLD I. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
The public is invited. ment. Mrs. F. 'E. Crawford pre- Mr. and
sleeker.
Bretton. end.
Claire Fenton, Mies Ann Fenton. OfBy
Mrs. Craig
Th• Moods Bill. Institut, of Chirac°.
Husband, and children, mglther
:anted the scouts with gardenias. George Albert Hart, son of Prince
Miss Lochie Fay Hart. Mrs. Will- Released oy \Vestal n Newspaper Union. Little Chapel at 730 p.m.
has gone, but may her council: adiam". Jeffrey, Mrs. Grover Wood
died in infancy.
Hart
e
hundred
n
Albert
o
ely
Approximat
Monday, June le
vice, and prayers help to make
James. Mrs. Leonard Vaughn. Isti
presOthers who are left to mourn
• The Maitre Belle Hayes Circle members and guests were
Lesson for June 9
your life fruitful fur her Saviour.
Carolyn Vaughn. Mrs. Joe Baker,
were
Acting as hostesses
her passing include: her 'mother,
of the W.S.C.S. will meet at 7:30 ent.
The King has wiped those tears
Mrs, Thomas Sammons. Miss GloLesson s..iblerts nrid Soripture texts se- p in. at the home of Misses Mary Mesdames Shelby Hadden, 13, B. Mrs. Ellen Key 78; four brothers, away. We shall meet you, dear
ver Dale Tarver. Mndreesboro. lected and cops righted by Internatii,nal
Sawyer, F. E. Crawford, John Homer and Jesse Key, Hazel, Wilof Religious Education; used by eel Ruth Lassiter.
mother, some sweet day.
Tenn. Miss Janice Clopton. and Council
Whitnel and Miss Ruth Sexton,
permission_
son Key, Paris, Tenn., Elisha Key,
the
and
"Life's work well dune,
McDougal
Miss Juanita
Tuesday. Jame 11
TRAINING FOR SERVICE
Puryear, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Life's race well run,
hostesses.
Bill
Mrs,
Murray,
The-Officers Club of the WoodParks.
Raymond
Life's crown 'well worts:
a
LESSON TEXT-Mark 5:7-13; Luke SO: men Circle -will meet at 7:30 p.m. DR. F. ('. POGUE SCHEDULF
and
Mo.,
e,
Martin, Independenc
1. 2:
3
JUN
COLLEGE
AT
Now comes Test."
SPEAK
TO
'
GUEST
ves,
e
HONOR
Re0.
J.
Mrs.
WALDROP
host of friends and neighbors.
MEMORY SELECTION - And he the at the home of
-THE CHILDREN
taketh not his cross, and followeth after North Thirteenth street.
in
AT TEA WEDNESDAY
believer
a
Hart became
Mrs.
_
returnrecently
Pogue.
F.
C.
Dr.
me. is not worthy of me.-Matthew 10:11,
Murray Star Chapter No. 433.
will Christ at about the age of 15
Workers for God, and with God,
Print Finishing and
Another in the series of lovely
will meet at 8 o'clock at ed from 26 months in Europe,
ES.O
Baptist
years, joined Oak Grove
parties being given for Miss Clara Such is the high privilege of the men Masonic Hall. There will be initi- speak informally at 7:30 p.m. June
Developing
Lord in
13, in the Little Chapel at Murray Church and followed her
Waldrop. bride-elect, Was the in- and women who respond to his call ation.
her
transferred
,
she
Later
baptism.
him.
for
State College.
miscellaneous , and who go out to witness
and
tea
formal
Sinking Springs
Boy shower on *Wednesday afternoon
cons's-felon of the
Wednesday. Jane 15
On the one side, we have a world
His topic will be "Problems of membership to
Official N S Navy Photograph tional
Baptist Church where she was a
Louis. at the Woman's Club house. Ho,- desperately in need of the gospel,
, hostess War and Peace".
.be
St
will
in
Linn
M.
J.
America
Mrs.
of
Scouts
NimW.
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
Chester
Admiral
• Fleet
was not able
Sea Scout tenses were Mrs. Jefferson D perhaps more so than any genera- to the Arts and Crafts club at her
Dr. Pogue, a member of, the faithful member. She
Phone 387
ate USN. got the Silver Buffalo ' Agatsten is a member of
services
the
of
The Silver Shroat, Mrs. A. B. Dunn and, Mrs tion in history. On the other hand, home at 3 p
Murray College faculty, has -been to attend so many
(which he wears around his neck) Ship 28, the Polaris.
of Robert W. Hole.
we have the gospel of the saving
on leave of absence since April
and_ some off-the-sa.hedule hero Buffalo received by the Chief
. Thursday, Jane 13
grace of God in Christ Jesus, the
high,
1942. He worked during the war
worship. as Sea Scout Morton Ag- I Naval Operations is Scouting's
and
pink
of
A color scheme
only solution to the problems of manto
meeting of the as a member of the historical secregular
The
ataten. Clayton. St. Louis. Mo. eat national award for services
decwhite was emphaistzed in the
kind, the perfect answer to man's Woodmen _Circle will be held at tion, War Department, in preparstepped up to congratulate him fol- ; boyhood.
orations. the tea table. cosaised need.
the Woman's Club house at 7:30 ing reports on the operations in
nathe
at
lowing the presentation
with an imported cut work and
How shall these two be brought pm.
the European theater. A civilian
Dairy Feed.
lace cloth, held a centerpiece of together? By sending out witnesses
Have 28 per ce0t, IS per cent, and 16 per cent
employee of the War Department.
was developed in the decorations. magnolia blossoms encircled with to tell the glad tidings of redeme
Hog and Mule Feed.
is writing the History of Suhe
Mash
M. :Surma lilies and white tapers in burning tapers in crystal, holders. tion and peace. Where shall we find MR. AND MRS. J. T. SAMN1ONS preme
American
Also Starting and Growing Mash. Plenty of Laying
Headquarters,
in these witnesses? In the church, for TO HOLD OPEN HOUSE
embossed
were
cakes
Individual
Fertilizer.
4-12-1
the
Have
formed,
candlesticks
srsstal
ExpOditionary oFrce.
or DI
pink arid white. Tall baskets fill- only the believer in Christ is .gualierk SSUNDAY AFTERNOON
Can take care of your AAA orders %% ith 47 per cent
eenterpiece on the laer covered tea
ed with Mexican cathedral-rarefies fled to tell other§ o/ his saving
per cent Phosphate.
will
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Sammons
table, and the same flowers were and magnolia foliage were placed grace.
Delivering lime direct from, the quarry to farm. Every
Our lesson, in telling of the Lord's hold open house Sunday afternoon,
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor used throughout the rooms.
throughout the reception room.
weighed. ('ash or AAA afders.
load
of
wife
Hart,
Mrs. Maudie Pearl
displayed on a long calling and sending forth laborers June 9, at their home at 1105 West
Telephone 247
born
The guests were received by Gifts were
was
gives us much Main street to meet Robert • M. William Luchion Hart,
GET YOUR LIME WHILE YOU CAN GET DELIVERY
-held bouquets of lilies into his harvest field,
' Mrs. Vaughn. Miss Fenton, Mrs. table which
and died May
WHEN YOU -WANT IT
serv1887
12,
regarding
October
fiance
instruction
Tenn.,
helpful
Jackson.
Crenshaw,
tall
foliage and
Margaret Long of Chicago and and. magnolia
ice for the Lord_ We leaen that
PREeNt)PTIAL PARTIES
of their daughter. Miss Hazel Nell 26th, 1948 at 7:00 any, at the
tapers.
white
Mrs. Grover
' Miss Clair Fenton.
I. God Provides for His Workers Sammons. The wedding will be age of 58 years seven months and
HONOR MISS FENTON
The receiving line, composed of (Mark 8:7-10).
Wood James presented a corsage
14 days.
an event of June 21.
whose
honoree' and
Nlm Mary Harriet Fenton.
to each guest on arrival The rag- the hostesases. the
Jesus sen,t out his twelve disciples
She was married to William
family
Sammons
the
of
Friends
marriage to Mr. Arthur Long of sister was kept by Mrs_ Sammons. Mrs. Guy Griffin of Hopkinsville. two by two, thus providing every
Hart September '26th.
the home be- Luchion
at
call
to
invited
re
EAST MAIN STREET
Chicago was an eveht of. June 5. and Mrs. Baker and Mrs. Jeffrey Mrs. H T Waldrop and Miss Mau- worker with fellowship and help in a
of 2:30 to 5 1906. To this union were born
hours
the
ween
before a hours of discouragement and triaL t
we-- honoree at several parties dur- I presided in the dining room. Gifts reen • Edringoan stood
Tnere will be no invite- five children, three boys, James
candelabra This also served to keep a man in
ing the past week.
Were displayed de Misses Carolyn group
of branched
Mitchell Hart. Hazel, Adolphus se__
ions mailed.
Vaughn and Ann Fenton. Music holding tall white taper's. Assist- balance so that he would not become t
On Thursday afternoon Mrs
Lula ing in receiving the guests were sell-willed and proud of his OWD
I.. Vaughn. Mrs Joe Baker. Mrs was furnished by Misses
William Jeffrey and Mrs Thomas Clayton Beale and Carolyn Vaughn. Miss Marilynn Mason. Miss Myra achievements.
(C.
It was a wise provision. Perhaps
Approximately forty guests call- Bagwell. Mrs. Tom Ruwlett and
Sammons were hostesses at a tea
have observed it
should
church
hours.
the
M.
afternoon
R.
Mrs.
former.
the
the
Owen
during
of
ed
Charlotte
home
Miss
the
at
shower
have
Mason, Mrs. Leland Owen. Mrs. f with more care, and thus
A color scree • al green and white
Miss Fenton was .gain honoree R. M. Lamb and Mrs. D. Li Dive'- j saved some good workers from goon Monday when Mrs. H B. Bailey bias alternated in presiding at the lag astray.
Athlete's Foot Itch
They were not to be cumbered
and Mrs George Hart entertained punch bowls and were .assisted in
nor be conHOW TO STOP IT
, with a pee-nuptial luncheon at serving by Mrs. John Ryan. Mrs. with extra equipment,
cerned about their daily sustenance. I
Make 5-Minute Test
Z/Z
!Collegiate
T. C. Doran. Mrs. Dan Hutson.
through the I
(Set TE-OL at any drug store ApMiss The Lord would priivide
The table held a .centerpiece of Mra. Frank Holcomb anal
his
of
generosity
ply this POWERFUL PE.•YETRATand
hospitality
and shasta Nancy Wear Music was furnished
G fungrcide FULL STRENGTH. white 'chrysanthemums
peop:e.
Reaches MORE germs to KILL the • daisies that were uniquely arrang- during the afternoon by Mrs G
Note that the expected hospitality
itch Get NEW foot con-dote or s - ed in a white basket. Corsages of T. Hicks, Mrs. Max Olson. MU-was not to be allowed to hinder their
35c back. Locally at Hollana
daintily
tied
lower•.;a
Lula ClaSfton Bea*, Mrs. Grngle, work (d. V. 10 with Luke 10:7).
. • no. C
GRAY
• Wallis. Miss Reba Jo Cathey and Many a preacher or evangelist has
Miss Jane Roberts.
ruined a series of meetings by letor
s'Approximately one ,hundred
ting social life hinder prayer, soulTILACK
rsgister
the
signed
fifteen guests
winrang, or preparation for preachLEATHERETTE
Out-of-town guests included Mrs. ing.
, Guy Griffin. Mrs. P. C. Redd, Mise
U. God Gives Power to His Work$22.50 Value
I Malone Redd. and Mrs. Oe T ers (Marl.. 6:7, 11-13).
.vis of Hopkinsville.
He gave them authority over evil
• '•
spirits, so that they could drive
them out. He gave them power to
! YNN GROVE HOMEMAKERS
heal; he gave them power to preach
7:7FT WITH MRS DERRINGTON
effectively.
Mrs. Lillie Derrington wi.- hosI
The man who goes ferth to speak
tess to the Lynn. Goo.. Hem. - for the Lorddoes not have to musmiskers Tuesday. May 28
ter up his own puny powers or deMrs. Pearl" !ones led th de s , e pend on the weak arm of some hu.tial. The major pr .J...i.: it.,:_4' man helper. His resources are inaa,.-Reom Accessories arid giver, finite and omnipotent He speaks
•
BABY CRIBS
for the Almighty God. He has a
. Mrs, Gordon crouch
MIS-N..4 Janet Key and Sue Lock- message with saving power.
All too often the servants of the
rt gave the 4-H ei,. reonetrati ei
aert-worr-first-pinee-es-the-Etivir+et - Lord are -apologetic and hexljnnf in
mistake weakBROWN or BLUE
aeting here. They will give the their ministry. They
in their deme demonstretion at the state miss for meekness, and
DUCO FINISH
themselves, they
-remit of '4-H Clubs in Lexing- • sire not to assert
ringing. "Thus saith
a
:peak
to
'fail
From
a.. June 10.
"
the Lord.The hostess served a pretty -parse
of authoritarevival
a
eeed
We
late to 20 members and five 1
4
tive preaching, of that holy boldness
:sitors
which was not afraid to rebuke sin
held
he
The 'June meeting will
and any unwillingness to do the
ath Mrs Bun Swann.
..
Lord's will (v. 11). We need a new
emphasis on repentance (v. 12).
In nine 4-H clubs in Bourbon --HI. God Ca& Helpers (er
ainee. there are 820 members en- Workers (Luke 10: 1, 2).
CLOSE OUT
lied, surpassing thp goal by 120
titter the twelve were sent out,
- -s he Called and commissioned the sev$8.95 Value
erity. That blessed process has
gone on ever since. How bleo-s
it is thrifeaseo. in our day of unbe.
3-Piece
and sin, hundreds of ycoisig men and
women are going out in all the misLAWN SET
sion fields-of the werlii to work
Natural Oak
with older and experienced missionaries.
Perhaps these words will be read
by some young man or woman who
has felt the prompting, of the Spirit
of God to go into his- set-vice. Step
ON
AD
LOCATED ACROSS RAILRO
out by faith just now, and begin to
EAST HIGHWAY
prepare yourself for God's service.
At The
If the writer of these notes can be
of help to you, do no/ hesitate to
write to him., God is looking for
more ii.arkera.
TELEPHONE 324
55
Phone
Do not overlock thp important admenition in verse 2., The Lord Is
waiting for his people to pray for
•••••-4
mo•rap...m.••...m.
•••••••.....m. .m... ..,. ..... .ma
laborers for fields which stand white
arid ready for harvest.
IV. God Requires Self-Denial of
His Workers (Luke 14:25-27).
The mighty works and the powerMany Styles
ful words of Jesus made it imposKITCHEN
sible for.people to ignore hiin. MulAUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
STOOLS
titudes followed him, but he, knowing the fickleness of the human
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
From
heart, faced them with the real demands of discipleship.,
The Lord was never concerned
ROCKER LESS
with mere numbers. He wanted fot1 lowers whose hearts were right. The
ROCKER
E-Z DO'S
church has broken down its testiJUNE 4, 1946
SALES REPORT F
defrantic
its
by
Sizes
world
All
the
in
mor.y
s
Water Proof
VEAL
sire for more members, great
621
Covers
Total head sold
From
buildings, at
church
large
crowds,
Nt'). 1"Veals.
tesof
compromise
of
expense
the
Nolte ofIrred
Long Fed Stet•ttimony.
No. °%,'(.a1:-4
The requirement of the Lord is
,
•
11.00- 15.50
Good Quality Fa!
5.00- I :1.50 1 unmistakable. , A man or woman
ThrowoUts
who is to serve him must put him
16.80
'Baby liei•ves
first: No woslcily ambition or earth, ; ly friendship, no, net 'even the ten13.0,
Fat .1 -0‘t
HOGS
! . der live of family, can come bei tween the Lord and his servant. He
/3.50
Canners atid Cutters
is either Lord•of all, or he is not
:
140 to 400 pounds
9.90- 13.00! Lord et till.

-Sea Scout Looks At An Admiral
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Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association

RNITURE

BARGAINS

QUALITY

Concrete Products

h

The ma
liett Fent
Long war
ilan Wedm
ten o'cloi
in a sin,
nuptial if
Joseph W

$16.95

PR
•

•

Clea

Temp
Urea la, 1111
ran be cl
TOD A V,

I'A

$12.50 up

Our production is such that we can meet
your demands

IMMEDIATE- DELIVERY

S5.95

ON--

• 8-inch Building Blocks
• Chimney Blocks
• Stepping Stones

$5.95

• Tile

Geurin's Concrete Products
EUGENE. GL.F.RIN, Owner

1

•

$11.95

R1NTING

Ledger & Times

Murray Live Stock Company ,
The Best Market in West Kentucky

•

s

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

$1.95

I

I

..•

$3.95

$2.95

E. S. Diuguid St Co.

Alilk CovL- 4. per head
•

50.00-1.70.00

.13.60 Down
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•
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Miss Jacky Collins and Bob Steele
lion of the Presbyterian Church. REV. AND MRS. L. T. DANIEL
were prize winners.
Mr
D. Mellen presided and HONORED AT DINNER
ional was led by Mrs.
The honoree received nice gifts,
the de
The Rev. and Mrs. L. T. Daniel and
Miss Clara Waldrop bride-elect Chasles
A stork and household shower
Mrs. G. E.
rawford.
Pfc. and Mrs. Dan W. Wyatt
refreshments were served to
Ky.,
Simpsonville,
of
children
and
the following:
were honored with a household was given in honor of Mrs. Robert Of Joseph Edward Griffin, is be- Dillinghai was program leader,
evMonday
honor
of
in
a the topic of, which was "Let There were guests
The marriage of Miss Mary Har- Club house. Decoration.s were
Misses Jacky Collins, Norma
shower at the home of Mrs. Jim Buchanan at the home of Mrs. ing delightfully entertained at
her Be Life."
ening at 6 o'clock at a picnic din- Simmons, Dot Farris, Loots and
i iett Fenton and Mr. Arthur John the bridal motif. The bride's table Hurt, Alm°, Wednesday evening, Giles Buchanan by Mrs. Buchanan number of "Parties Pi-1Zr t
ner at the Murray Park given by
Song was impressively solemnized was covered with an imported cut May 15, when lovely gifts were re- and Virginia Herndon on May 22. marriage on June 8.
Assisting on the program were their friends of Elm Grove Church. Henrietta Stom; Mitchell Stom,
ital Wednesday morning, June 5, at work and lace cloth and held the ceived.
James Lee Harmon, Bob Steele,
Games and contests were enOn Monday evening Miss Wal- Mrs. W.-B. Lewis, Mrs. E. B. Ludwhere he was formerly pastor. In Bobby Adams, Mrs. Ethel Adams,
ten o'clock at Saint Leo's church tiered wedding cake topped with
Games were played and gifts joyed. Those winning prizes were drop was complimented with a wick- and Mrs. J. G. Weihing.
and
meat
of
shortage
and
the
groom.
of
bride
spite
miniature
The
in a single ring ceremony.
A social hour was enjoyed dur- rationing of sugar, the tables were and Bobby Joe Smith.
awarded Miss Lena Pearl Thweatt, Mrs. Toy McDougal, Mrs, Charlie dessert bridge which was given by
nuptial mass was read by the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Long left by plane
A nice time was reported and
Mrs. Tom Rowlett, Miss Myra ing which the hostess served dainDixie Jackson, Mrs. Clay Rose and Miss Eula Mae Rose.
Miss
loaded with delicious home-baked all wish Joan many more happy
Joseph W. Satter of Mayfield.
for a wedding trip to Nassau, Baw er e Bagwell and Miss Charlotte Owen ty refreshments.
refreshments
Delicious
Thompson and Mrs. Herbert Conchicken.
fried
cakes, pies, ham and
• •
birthdays.
Decorations in the church were hama Islands. For traveling the ner.
at the home of the former. In•
served by the hostesses.
• • •
Approximately 200 were prestables were centered with LYLES-NANNEY VOWS
of white lilies. gladioli, dais* and bride wore a sand grey suit with
dividual
the recipient
'were Mesdames
present
was
Those
honoree
The
of
corsage
a
and
Elbert
Mrs.
and
accessories
ent including Mr.
frem which SAID FRIDAY,'MAY 28
TUESDAY
taper
MEETS
W.S.C.S.
burning
ferns with tall white tars iii navy
single
a
Olive Mathis, Gilbert Elkins, Edd of many lovely and useful gifts.
The Woman's Society of Chrisbranched candelabra. Music was white orchids.
led ribbon streamers attached to
Betty Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. RushThe marriage of Miss
Charlie .Bennett, Plez
sardsent included"Miss VoJackson.
Those
by a selected choir. The tradithe nut ceps. The bridal motif Jewel Lyles and Chas. Nanney ing and children, Mr. and Mrs. tian Service met at the Methodist
Mrs. Long is a graduate of MurCope, Arthur Jackson, John El- lien Pool, Miss Mary Nell Jones,
tional wedding marches were used ray State College and has been
was emphasized in the tallies and was solemnized Friday. May 28. at Irmter Love and children. Mr. and church Tu,:sday morning at 11
kins, Lewis Lovett, H. R. Daven- Miss Eula Mae Rose, Mrs. Edd
The Bible study was
for processional and recessional, employed in the traffic department
other decorations. A corsage was Mt. Carmel Methodist Church. The Mrs. Guy Lovin.s, Mr. and Mrs. o'clock.
Ray Henderson. Bill Grugett, Stroud, Mrs. Nathan Lassiter, Mrs.
port.
and "Ave Maria" was among the of the Pennsylvania railroad in
presented each guest.
and Solon Shackleford, Murray, Dr. conducted by Mrs. G. B. Scott.
Mr.
of
daughter
the
is
bride
Buel
ValenEdwards,
Newit
Linn
Oldham,
Joe
Goebel Roberts, Mrs.
bridge Mrs. Weldon Lyles, and the groom and Mrs. J. A. Outland, Potterprizes for
Following lunch at the noon
' High score
choir's selections-. .
Chicago.
Edmonds, Redic Pace, Corbert tine, Mrs. Beula Drye, Mrs. Charand Mrs. J. D. Brame. hour the group reconvened for the
The bride, given in marriage by
Mr. Long was recently discharg- Tucker, Clay Thompson, Herbert lie Rose, Mrs. Percy Jones, Mrs. were awarded Mrs. Hal Houston is the son of, Mr. and Mrs. Louis town, Mr.
Paducah.
program which was in charge of
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, and the Nanney.
her father, Harry J. Fenton, wore ed from the army on his return Conner, Van
Ratcliffe, Wesley Bonnie Garrison, Mrs. Carey Rose, and
expressed
Hale.
Rev. L. T. Daniel
Shelby Hadden. Those asa wedding gown of white silk net from Europe where he was at- Hurt, Ian Erwin, Cratus Edwards, Mrs. Murray Carr. Mrs. Maynard rummy prize to Mrs. Vernon
The Rev. H.sP. Blankenship perAfter sisting Mrs. Hadden were Mrs.
pored over taffeta with tight fit- tached to the special services. He 0. L. Cain, Glen Edwards, Edd Ragsdale, Mrs. Earl F. Regan, Mrs. The honoree was presented a gift formed the double ring ceremony. thanks for the evening meal.
the feast was over, everyone en- George Ed Overbey, Miss Charfrom the hostesses.
ting bodice, and yoke trimmed attended Northwestern University Gardner, Joe Thweatt, George R.
The church was beautifully decoularey Ahart, Mrs. Herman Lovtwenty - five
joyed the talks made by the vari- lotte Owen, Mrs. Rue Overbey and
included
Guests
lace ruffles, long sleeves and the Art Institute in Chicago Long, Norman Bennett, Euphry
viith
rated. The -alter was banked with
Mrs. Foreman Graham, Mrs.
ous guests.
Mrs. Robert Barnwell, Mrs. Max
pointed at the wrists and a full and the Berlitz School of Lan- Newport, Mate Walters Clenton P e Farley, Mrs. Floyd Brattian, friends of the honoree.
baskets of flowers. White tapers
Triesday morning Rev. Daniel Hurt led the devotional. A short
skirt which terminated in a train. guages. Before entering the ser- Byers. Howell Starks, Albert Bog- Mrs. Lock Hargrove, Mrs. R. B.
canded
seven-branche
burning in
Mrs. R. M. Lamb and Mrs. D. L. labras illuminated the wedding left for Beaumont, Tex.. to help in business session was conducted by
The finger tip length veil of il- vice he was employed in the traf- gess, Clarence
Mohler, Robert Provine, Mrs. Tom Hurt, Mrs.
at a
a revival, Mrs. Daniel, Joan and Mrs. E. A. Tucker.
hostesses
were
Divelbiss
Pennsylvania
the
of
Mary
a
to
department
was
attached
lusion
fic
Mrs. John Cunningham
scene.
Young, Jim Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Burks, Mrs. Otis Brittian,
Ark, to
Waldrop
There were about thirty preswedding Gene Paul left -for Dewitt.
Queen of Scots bonnet outlined railroad in Dayton, Ohio. lie will Dan Wyatt, Mr. Charlie Bennett Mrs. Bud l Hargis, Mrs. Toy Mc- breakfast honoring Miss
the traditional
played
on Tuesday morning at the Grey- processional and recessional. Mrs. spend their vacation with her pa- ent.
with seed pearls. She carried a resume his position with the same and Mr. Jim Hurt,
Dougal.
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Laton Harstone Hotel in Paris.
silver rosary and a white prayer company in Chicago where he and
Chas. K. Cochran was the bridesMisses Lena Mae Henderson,
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Covers were laid for Miss Wal- maid and Mr. Chas. K. Cochran grove.
book, gifts of the groom. The his bride will make their home.
• • •
Doryse -Edwards, Louise Bennett, Albert. Buchanan, Mrs. V. C. Buc- drop,, Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, Miss
•
book was toppe, d . with
was best man.
prayer
Out-of-town guests for the wed- Anne Conner, Daisy Jackson, Glen- hanan, Mrs. Maud Wrather, Mrs.
Rob
PARTY FOR
Mrs.
BIRTHDAY
Edrington,
Maureen
white orchids and showered with ding included the groom's. mothJudith Anne Daven- Whit Imes. Mrs. Tom Buchanan, Huie, Mrs. Donald Snyder and the
The bride wore a lovely powder MISS JOAN GILES
V
Her Only ornament er. Mrs. Margaret Long of Chicago. na Edwards,
stephanotis.
Linda Grugett. Lena P. Mrs. Pat Carson, Mrs. Jerome hostesses.
blue dress fastened in thc back
was a gold• lavalier. an heirloom Mrs. Donald W. Cox and daugh- port.
Mrs. Hardin Giles honored her
covered buttons. Her
• Dixie Jackson, Debris Phillips, Mrs. C. Ray, Mrs. B. H.
sell
Thweatt
with
n the bride's family.
daughter. Joan, with a birthday
ters of Springfield, Ohio, Miss Tucker, Barbara Erstin, Jo Ann Cooper, Mrs. Pat Beale. Mrs. GarThe Monett Nevem Co. T
Miss Waldrop was again honoree only ornament was a single strand
I
Miss Mire Fenton was her Urania Owen, Mis.s Mary Aleszs Oldham, Janice Pace, Wilma Faye, vin Curd, Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver. Mrs.
party Tuesday afternoon from 1:30
Antericis Outstanding Artifitial Lomb
Her
groom.
had
the
of
Doran
gift
a
C.
T.
pearls,
of
when Mrs.
today
— Establoahed I9I0 0
Manufactory
ister's maid of honor, and was kiowicz of Chicago, Miss Peggy Oldham, Norma
Bennett, Norman Coursey, Mrs. Cyress Linn, guests for luncheon at her home. "something new" was a ring: her to 5.
N
Ky
Jean
540 So Brook St —
Games and contests were played.
ttired in a colonial frock of pale Cash and James Earl Cash of Sandra Young, Carolyn
Byers, Mrs. James Lassiter, Mrs. Cecil
Garden flowers were used as "something old" was a pin of her
lue marquilette with short puffed Mayfield, and Frank M. Liebsrt of Glenda Starks, Shirley Bennilt; Taylor, Mrs. Joe Rob Beale. Mrs.
tuckdecoration, and the dining table grandmother's, that- she wore
ceves. Her crownless hat was Philadelphia.
and Charles Allen Elkins, Charles Winifred Jackson, Miss Ardath held a miniature bride . and groom ed in her hair. She carried a
• • •
shioned after the bride's. Long
Ahart, Miss Lola Belle Beale, Mr. before a flower arrangement as bouquet of snapdragons.
Oldham, Dwain Bennett.
lue lace mitts arid an arm bou- WILLIAMS-DICK WEDDING AN
Immediately following the cerewere: Mrs. Edd Utterback, Miss Clotile Pool. centerpiece. Place cards were in
gifts
sending
Those
roses
beauty
• ••
uet of American
EVENT OF JUNE 1
the bridal motif. A glamelia for mony Mr. and Mrs. Lyles enterM. AnJohn
Mrs.
Anderson,
Lula
mpleted her costume.
bridal
MISS DOROTHY HOLLAND
hair wakyresented each guest. tained members of the
.
the
Miss Hilda Mae Williams be- derson, Mrs. Ida Jackson. Mrs. R.
- Miss Ann Fenton. wearing a co-.
THE BRIDE
written for Miss party, the families and out-of-town
BECOMES
were
and
Cards
Mr.
Paris:
L.
R.
Mrs.
Hurt,
B.
Dick
the pride of Elvis Lee
lunial frock of pin* marquisette, came
OF HUGH P. KELSO
Waldrop. Mrs. H. T. Waldrop. Miss guests with a reception at their
simple and impressive wed- Mrs. Connie Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs.
pink lace mitts and crownless hat. in a
Les Thompson, Mrs. Floyd home. The room was decorated
DalLottie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Wyatt.
home of Bro. L. H. Thomas
Miss Dorothy Holland and Hugh
A color
served as junior bridesmaid. She ding in the
Miss Charlotte Owens Mrs. with roses and lilies.
Griffin,
Calloway,
Neva
at 2 o'clock Saturday, June ton Gore, Mrs.
P. Kelso were united in marriage
was
carried a colonial bouquet of roses, Pogue
Rob Huie. Mrs. R. B. Chrisman, scheme of white and pink
Pogue rtad the wed- Mrs. Miles, Mrs. Grace Wilson, May 25 in Corinth. Miss.
Brother
I.
.with arcarnations and delphinium.
Mrs. W. L. Drake, Miss Marilyn ulsedein the dinir.g room
-Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Wyatt, Mr. and
vows.
ding
Maureen and Harriett• Cox of
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Mason. Mrs. John T. Irvan, Mrs. rangement of candles burning. In
Mrs. M. T. Tarry, Mrs. Clay Darnell,
was placed
Mrs. Williams is the daughter of
Springfield, ,Ohio, cousins of the
Mrs. Ralph Mc- and Mrs. J. B. Holland of Route 8, Tommie Howard, Mrs. Dan Hutson, the center of the table
Edwards,
Joe
Mrs.
bride, served as miniature 'brides- Mr. and Mrs. Victor Williams, Dex- Daniel, Mrs. Doris O'Bryan, Mrs. Paris. Tenn. She wore a light Mrs. Tom Rowlett, Miss Maureen a three-tiered wedding cake, emBagwell. bossed in white.
They wore floor length ter Route 1. She wore for her
maids.
Howard Redden, Betty Jean and blue dress with black accessories Edrington, Miss Myra
Mrs. J. H. Dunn of Murray and
frocks of white taffeta with tiny wedding a spring green suit with Mary Jo Starks, Mrs. Robert E. and wore a corsage of pink roses Mrs. Frank Holcomb and the hosr
H
accessories.
Genella Lawrence of Hardin
rosebud print and carried minia- harmonizing
Mrs.
gardenias.
and
Mrs.
tess.
Watson,
Turner, Mrs. Geneva
white carnations
at the table. Friends of
presided
ture bouquets similar to that of the flowers were
disrecently
was
Kelso
--Mr.
0. T. Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Chesthe
little made into a shoulder corsage.
The
bridesmaid.
junior
Concluding the series cd parties the hosts assisted in serving
Marion Nell Cornwell, charged from military service, and
Jones,
ter
Billie Joe Farris and Miss Mary
breakfast guests.
flower girl was Kay James wearHurt, Helen Canup, Mrs. is connected with the Western will be the wedding
Wesley
The bride and groom were grading a frock or white dotted swiss Jo Ramsey were the only attend- Rudy Treas. Mrs:,Monroe Mitchell. Kentucky Stages. He is the son which will be given on Saturday
and carrying a basket of pink and ants. Miss Ramsey wore a tailored
Urie Kelso, Lynn morning at eleven o'clock 'by Mrs. uated from Kirkscy high school in
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
Mrs. Lucy Nanney. Mr. and Mrs.
blue suit and brown accessories..
white carnations.
Frank Holcomb and Miss Lottie the class of 1946.
Grugett, Grove.
•• •
Mr. Dick is the son of Mr. and D. T. Wyatt, Mrs: C. I.
Harry Fenton was Mr. Long's
The two have the best wishes of Lee Thompson at the hum:. of the
Reba
'Mrs.
Johnston,
Agnes
Mrs.
He
Almo.
STELLA HOMEMAKERS
best man. and ushers were John V. Mrs. Lawrence Dick.
friends
many
their
former.
Farmer, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gore,
•• •
Resig of Altoona, Pa. and H. Waf- served in the Navy two years and
A col(r scheme of pink and MET MAY 23
and
was recently discharged. He is Mrs. Obid Burkeen. Mildred
ford.
MISS MAYRELLE WARD
white will be developed in the
Jesse
Mrs.
Padgett.
Margarett
The Stslla Homemakers club
0 Immediately following the cere- farming and enrolled in the agriguests will be
HONORED GUEST AT PARTIES decorations, and
Mrs. Willie Gay, Mrs.
in the home of Mrs. Johnnie
Cornwell.
met
State
Murray
vf
program
cultural
for
fifty
breakfast
mony a wedding
seated at small tables.
Young. NetHarold
ect
May 23. The next meetMrs.
Gay,
Walker
Gene
bride-el
Ward,
Mayrell
Miss
College.
Woman's
include
guests was served at the
will
hospitality
The
be held in the home of
will
ing
tie Lou Culver, Inell McDaniel, of this month, is being entertained
members of the Waidrop-Griffin
As soon in FOCUS
Mins. June 27, in an
E.
C.
Mrs.
Mrs. Ernie McDaniel, Mr. and Mrs. at a zu.inker of pre-nuptiai parties.
wedding party and out-of-town afternoon program.
John Wyatt. Mr. and Mrs. Forte
On Thursday evening at the
Tailored for town in cook
Mrs. Louise Nanny led the deElkins, Miss Fannie Wyatt, Mrs. home of Mrs. R. H. Thurman. Miss
• • •
Glazed — Fully Insured — Moth-Proof
Cleaned
.r.tregaing rayon Moonlight
votional at the last meeting. The
Luther Greenfield,' Miss Janet Ward was complimented with a
Ileah with smartly
MRS. SCHERFFIUS HOSTESS
lesson on "Home Accessories" was
Scuogins, Mrs. Ruby Burchett, Mr. buffet supper which was given by
COLD STORAGE — FIREPROOF VAULT
notched detail as neckline.
GROUP
CHURCH
TO
Walker
Johnnie
Mr.
McClure,
Mrs.
given by
and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Thurman. Mrs. Kirk Pool.
sire,res and hii.lion.
Temperature :and humidlts automatically controlled — Wool Suits. and Mrs. Ray Gordon, Mr. and
the disMrs. W. T. Sledd. Jr. and Miss
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius was hostess Mrs. Salmon reported on
Buttoned do.n the frool for
all
("oats, Blankets.(amforts. Bath Robes and !Leavy Winter Curtains,
alun figure flattery ...A
THEM IN Mrs. Earl Gord0n, Mrs. Bonnie Oneida Wear. Sweet peas and at her home Tuesday afternoon to trict meeting at Mayfield.
tan kme cleaned and stored for as little aa $1.00 each. SEND
Mrs. Irvan Jackson, Mrs. delphinium were used as decora- members of the Woman's Assocra- r There were 10 members present
Martha Manning Exclusiers
TODAY, DECLARE IOUS VALUATION end GET IOLA RECEIPT. Garrison,Wallace.
Pattern Definitely Dew
Elncria
tion and guests were seated at
for its smart brushed-plasd
• • •
small tabks in the • living room
PAY NOTHING UNTIL TAKEN OUT NEXT 'FALL
design Pink. Blue. Grey
and porch. The honoree, who wore
MT CARMEL W.S.C.S.
or Coven is 'Ellusson• ball
white trouseau frock,
and
TELEPHONE 234
navy
a
MEETING
HOLDS
ase• 1eVe ie 204, $1295
was presented a corsage of pink
The Women's Society of Chris- roses and a gift from the hostesses.
No. 1344
Guests were limited to twenty
tian Service from Mt. Carmel met
honoree.
Huie.
,the
of
Gertie
friends
Mrs.
with
lose
c
recently
The following persons were on-.
During this week Miss Ward is
program: Lute Dunn. Rev. H. P.
4
Blankenship, Hontas Lyles, Gertie honored guest at small dinner
ilesralver, parties given by Me and Mrs.
Opf
Huie, Emily Swift,.a
and Mrs. Claud Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Noel
Mrs. Charles ?tonne
Melugin and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Blankenship.
Mrs.- Edna Swift was elected Moody.
• • •
delegate to attend the mission
school at Lambuth College. Nine- BOBBY WADE PRESENTED
IN RECITAL
teen were present.

• ihss Mary Harriett Fenton and M
• 1re Wed At Saint Leo's Church

ong

PFC AND MRS. DAN W. WYATT MRS. ROBERT BUCHANAN ,
HONORED WITH SHOWER
HONORED WITH SHOWER

PARTIES HONOR MISS
WALDROP, BRIDE-ELECT

LEGS, ARMS!

a

-•

- PROTECT YOUR V.41kUABLE FURS

BOONE CLEANERS
einGan * NATIDNAL ASSOCIATION

F DYERS AND CLEANERS

*

Murray Fashion Shoppe

•

Refreshments were served an
a social hour was enjoyed.
There were six whmen present
that have been members of the s-&ciety for approximately 20 years
and who have been regular attendants.

ANERITEX
FASHIONS

• • •

(-

BIRTHDAY CLUB MEETS WITH
MRS. W. B. SCRUGGS .

IN AN
•

Mrs. W. B. Scruggs entertaine'd
Wednesday,
Birthday Club
the
May 2g. with a . 1 o'clock luncheon
;it her home on Olive street.

ORIGINAL
• DESIGN
SY

Covers were laid for Mesdames
W. W. McElrath, W. J. Mecoy. J.
E. James, H. Es _Elliott, Homer
Williams, Alma Steele. E. R. RobCharlie
Harris.
ertsbn. Clark
Crawford. S. D Tandy. Miss Alice
Waters and two guests. Mrs. Carrie Benham Cole, Detroit. and Mrs.
Claude Scruggs. Hutchinson. Kan..
who are house guests of Mrs.

That Nagging
Backache

of Murray's
aide, on
Bobby
young musicmot highly talent
Lillian Walters.
ians, pupil o M
teworthy program
preiented a
of piano music M the Woman's
evening.
on Friday
Clubhouse
May 31.
Young Wade displayed a high
degree of musicianship for a lad !
of barely 15 years. His playing
I
showed a clean. accurate
nique, very pleasing tone qu;'
and a keen regard for the musie-al
content of each numbers He is th's
son of Mr._ and Mrs. R. L. Wade
The program was as follows:
Partita - in B flat Prelude. Allemande, Sarabande. Menuet I
Menuet II, Giguei_ -J. S. Bach,
Sonata Op 11 No. 2. The Tempest 'First Movement)— Beetho.
ven.
Sarabande from -Suite Pbur le•
Pia no-.- Debneay.
Gnornerireigen_,Liszt.
Revolutionary Etudes-Chopin.
Waltz in c minor--Chopin.
Nocturne c minor--Chopin.
01, 54 Ch“tor)
I'll
•

9-IS

•

6100

MISS EFFIE WATSON

MRS. ETHEL KEY

its way for the
cost of governbring in your
so
business,
other
ment, just as any
and
notice on day named and let's reason together
the
is
values
of
n
Equalizatio
claim.
hear your

The City has net been paying
war period because of advanced

. Modern life with Its hurry and worry,
irregular habits, improper eat:ng and
drinking-- its rink of ezpoeure and infection throws heavy strain on the work
f the kidneys. They are apt to become
and fail to filter eacese
- nd other Impurities from the life-giving
.
1,10 id:
You raly surer nagging backache,
headache, disainese, getting up nights,
I,'g pains, streiting--feel eambantly
nervous. all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are somer -nes burning, scanty or too frequent
urlation.
the
Try Lforin's 1'41a. Dogio's help
off harmful caress body
Itldneyn to
waste. They have had more than half
century of politic approval. Are recommended by krareful mere everywhere.

Oegss,

s

:v rikos

Al4t Stsss

just way; blanket raises are hard on high haters.

T.0. TURNER,Clerk of Board

AS SEEN IN
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

A Martha Manning Orlorinal
of Alallanson's 000l Enka
rayon sheet to keep )ouflower.
fresh all summer . .
rerwal hemstatchanf echoe,.
the slamming, youthful
lanes. Block, Melon, Bliat
or Green prim on
white ground. -111u.oinn" half
sine 18% to 204 5860

Casting Rods!

Mn, Worn of Disordered
Kidnes Action

SIZES

THE SUPERVISORS OF MURRAY ..
Supervisors of tax assessments are
summoned to the task, an unpleasant and
worthless job, requiring time frefit private business, under oath, to perform the
duties.
They have met and gone over the list
hurriedly in the short time allotted; finding irregularities, which necessitated notices to many; and, believe it or not, several notices to reduce assessments. Not
that they were high, but on a higher level
than we decided to establish, which was
at about one-third present sale price.
There were a few voluntary lists at
around 50 per cent, so we reduced them.
So a notice does not necessarily mean
a rise, because the -taxpayer is asked to
come in and show us if we have made a
mistake.

WE HAVE Just RECEIVED A FEW GOOD
CASTING RODS

.-,•.:."*—:. .1

Net 941 •

HURRY ...For they won't last long!

414
Littleton's

KIRK A. POOL & CO.
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TOMATO PLANTS FOR SALEmissing
with
Set those
hills
strong, sturdy, grown in °Pen toaaaisi plants. See L. L. Beale. N.
!a St.
lc

Services Offered

: OR SALE-Two dressers, chest of
innerspring
drawers.
mattress•
WANTED a- To re: •
accerdance wia.
SERVICES OFFERED for home
tusks Sites. Sections 25.195 <dot for two months to ta asee at ham< 1 sewing and butte rasa**, See Mrs, wood or coal range stove. to Id25200: Notice is hereby given that oa Call 4444.
lc! L. H. Farmer. 1207 West Main cation milk cans, breakfast set.
report of T J • Meadows. deceased. , _ --_
Matheny.
;
wood range. - L. M
--ac
i Street.
-1
settlement of accounts was on May WANTED- Bed. dresser
1
4.
sP Route.
and mat-1
27 1946 filed by Wells Overbey.
lc i WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild.,
•
administrator, and that the same! tre531 Call 419-R
We will pick up your old mat- FOR SALE-A good electric washhas been approved by the Calloway
lp
Cosinty Court and ordered filed _to{ IVANTED-Two white Collie dogs tresses alai make them new. - ing machine. Call 526-W.
lie over for exceptions. Any person! from 2 months to 1 !rear old. Male Paris Mattress Co, G. S Jackson,
FOR SALE-New stucco house on
desiring to file any exception there- , and female, net a kin. Must be I 336 E WashiTigton St., Paris. Tenn,
3-4 acre ground: 4 rooms .and
te will do :so on or before June 24., registered and good individuals- Phone 979-W. day phone 3
tf bath downatairs. 2 rooms
upstairs
1946.-or be forever barred Witness! T E McKinney. Hazel R 3.
lc
Half mile north of Five Pointsmy hand this 27th day of May. 1946..!
KEMP MOVING COMPAN'Y op- By Lester Nanny. County
! WANTED
-The famous Child City erates in more than nalf of the Noel Cute.
C?
Calloway County, Ky.
by
Courtlek.
of
Moo-seheart
has vacancies for United States. Van Service. On- FOR SALE-House and lot; 4 room Gaynt lie Williams. D. C.
.J20c
HOUSEMOTHERS and COOKS. crates in Arkansas,. Kentucky, and full size
basement, large
NOTICE--In accordance with Ken- Positions provide salary and main- Tennessee. Georgia, Mississippi. screened-in back porch: well on
tucky Statutes. Secta ps 25 195 arid
tenance.
Appointments
perrria- Alabama. North Carolina, South back porch; electric lights: lot
neat or for summer period. Whole- Carolina. hfissouris Virginia. Flor- 181 1-2 by 330 feet: 2 miles south
a reporrof 0 T. Skaggs. deceased., some and attractive working con- ida. Illinois, Indiana. Iowa. Louisiif Murray on old Murray and
settlemere of acctunts was on May dition&
Wire or write to Super- iana. Maryland. Michigan. New Paris road, Route 5. See Walter
27. 1916. filed by Mary E Skaggs.
admitastratrix. and that the same intendent of-. Moseteheart. --Illin- Jersey. New York, Ohio. Oklaho- Karnes.
lp
J13e ma. Pennsylvania. Texas. West
has been approved by the Calloway ois.
Virginia, District of Columbia and FOR SALE-Three beautiA new
County Court and ordered filed to.
lie over for exceptions Any person 1 WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- Deleware. CAI 861 Daytime. 966 at houses and one lot. Two flew
desiring to file any exception there- ing machines, c:sh registers and 'night. Paris. Tenn.
Sept 46 - houses located on S. Ninth Street
to will do so on or before June 24. used office furniture. - K:rk A.
extended: built of woad framing.
1946. or be forever barred. Witness Pool, 509 Main St., , or
MEMORIALS
plash,
veneered with 4-inch cinder blocks
my hand this 27th day of Mae. 1946; 60.
tf Calloway County Monument Com- and finished in white stucco. Hardby Lester Nanny. County Court
pany. Vestal
. A..Orr. sales mana- wood floors. built-in cabinets, elecClerk. Calloway County. Ky: by
ger. Phone 85. West Main Street tric hot water heater, finished
Gaynelle Williams. D C.
J20c
Extended.
tf bathroom: 5 rooms. hall and bathNOTICE-We have on hand rubroom downstairs: one big room upREFRIGERATOR SERVICE
ber tired waguna. new
n'actor GET YOUR ORDERS IN NOW for
stairs. Heated by fuel oil stove.
dist, harrows, fertilizer attachs General Electric Appliances We I
One new frame house on Sycamore
merits for two-row- planters. All ace authorized G t dealer-E. S
Street between 9th and 10th. Four
for immediate delivery
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Taylor Diuguid & Company.
t-rooms, hall and bath downstairs;
Ic
Implement and Motor Co.
REPAIRED
lc'
two' unfinished rooms upstairs;
WASHING MACHINES
OUT OF CARBON OR TYPEdouble garage: built-in cabinets:
JUST RECEMID--Artcraft Bevo- WRITER RIBBON7 Call at the
•
hot and cold water One 85x184
Food beverage cooler Perfect for I Ledger & Times office supply deHOUSE WIRING
lot on Eighth and Chestnut Streets.
any erocery or cafe-E S. Diupa t pprtment.
•
Ideal for , a building location.
aid az Company
lc
$1.250.00. Sae E. C. Rickman at
BARNETT ELECTRICAL &
HAVE YOUR ANTIQUE OIL lamp
the above places.
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
c
; made into an electric. Call Cor104 N. 13th St.
Print Finishing an
nett at Home Service Store Phone
FOR
SALE-Good 6 year old Jersey
PHONE 633
tf
5$11. Nexf door to West End GroDeveloping
milk coa -J. T. Sutter. Hazel
tf
Route 2.
lp

School-Lunch
Bill Passed

The House passed and sent to
the Senate last week compromise
legislation setting up a permanent
school-lunch program
Instead of a $50.000,000 annual
expenditure
authorized by
the
House,. the compromise provides
for an unspecified amount. It provides also the following
matching basis for State co-operation:
Fiscal years 1947 to 1950 inclusive, dollar for dollar; 1951 to
1955,$1 of U.S. funds for each $1 50
of State funds. and 1956 and thereafter. $1 of US. funds for each
$3 of State funds.
-- -

Miscellaneous

DONELL STUDIO
253 sOUTH aIXTH ST.
Phone 387

ets-7.7

RILEY FURNITURE
& APPLIANCE CO.

Rev
home
Bapti

enry F Paschall returned
at week from the Southern
Convention that was held
ami. Fla
Mrs. Leonard Outland is confined to her home suffering with
illness.
Fred Barber of Murray was in
FOR SALE-Small wood and coal Hazel Tuesday on business
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin White atrange. See Mrs J A Stiles. South
National
League of
11th St.. or call 455-3.
1 tended the
Postmasters at Mammoth Cave recently
Mrs White was awarded
the Grand Door prize which was
a nice 5-tube table radio.
-----

MONUMENTS

Murray Marble & Graalie works.
East Maple St, near Depot Telephone 121 Porter White and I- D
Outland. Managers.
tf

Twenty-Iwo farmers and 4-H
club members in Wolfe county
,ve entered the corn derby.

HAZEL NEWS,

STREAMLINED WRECKER SERVICE New 'equipment. 24-hour,
fast. dependable Wrecker Service.
Charges reasonable. Day phone
97 Night phone 424-Porter Miatory Company, Chevrolet Sales and
Service.
tf

MINNOWS

FISHING SUPPLIES

Trigg Lady Dies Following
Farmhouse Fife,Tuesday

Get Them On Your
Way-, Out

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
HELM'S APPROVED CHICKS.
Officially pullorum, controlledHolder four world records- Official records over 300 eggs. Free
Brooding Bulletin - 109 per cent
live arrival. postpaid - HELM'S
CHICKS. Paducah. Ky.
020-481.

Ky.. Jun..' 3__ Mrs
CADIZ.
Geneva Thomas. 28. died Saturday
at a Hopkinsville hospital of burns
suffered last Tuesday in a fire
which destroyed the Thomas home
near Pete Light Spring in Trigg
and -took the life of her son, 17mouths-old Tony Thomas.
The father. Boyd Thomas 29
suffered slight burns. The six
Thomas house
reportedly
room
caught fire as the result of an oilcan explosion.
Thomas children.
Two other
W.I nda Lou. 5. and Judy. 4. escaped from the burning home.
Thomas was building a fire in a
wood stove .when the explosion occurred.

ECONOMY FEED AND
SEED STORE
'ECONOMY FEED AND
SEED STORE
N. W
HAMMERMILL
Custom Grinding and
Mixing
Six Days a 'Week
Headquarters for

ATTENTION FARMERS &
STOCK MEN - D e a et-horse cows and hogs removed promptly.
free of charge in steel bed trucks
Call collect. Phone 591--Mr Eira
Varce. Murray. Ky. agent for Ky.
A7i171.t1 By-Products Ca

POST WAR. As soon as available PURINA. FEEDS & SEEDS
we will have a complete line of
H. McCUISTON
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance,
0. CHERRY
also complete line of Gas appliances to be used with Shellane Bat- FO-R
SALE-Sow sand 8 pigs, two
tled Gas. Purdom Hardware, North weeks
old-W R Jones, Telephone June 6 - Miss Grace Cole, Bettie
5th Street.
11 535
June West
lp
June 6-W C. Lamb
SINGER SEWING MACHINE repFOR SALE --a Small house, boat.
June 7-Miss Nowata King.
resentative of Paducah will be in
Will sleep four, persons. Almost
June 9-Mrs Jimmie Bucy. Mrs.
Murray each Thursday at the
new. $15000. One nice army Pat Hackett. Mrs. Lee Gingles.
FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO
boat $3500. One 3 1-2 horsepower
June 10-Martha Sue Kirkland.
SUPPLY STORE, We are equipWafer Witch outboard motor, like
June 12-Willie Mae' Lamb. Mrs.
ped to repair any make machine.
new. $85.00. See Albert ,Lee at Audrey Wilson. Mrs Vera Mae
Free estimates given; all work
Lee's Service Station, Hardin: Schist., Bob Irvan
guaranteed. All calls made
Kentucky.
June 15-Virgil Walston
JI3p
tously will be taken care of pr
ptly For service call I35.
tf
_
UNWANTED HA IR , REMOVED
from fare, arms, and legs by the
modern method of Electrolysis approved by physicians. T h
method is permanent and painlesl: Cyrene Williams. R N., Phi-u,'
Ift-W
Sas

happy Birthday

• Living Room Suites
and

• Studio Couches
Full Spring construction, Velour and Tapestry, in the latest designs and cobra.

• Bedroom Suites
Modern or Colonial styles in
Mahogany.

Walnut

Or

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
10
•
•

Cedar Chests
Wardrobes
Chifforobes
Chests of Drawers
Chenille Bedspreads
Scatter Rugs
Lamps and Lamp Shades
Metal Cabinets
Cabinet Sinks
Base Cabinets
Wall Cabinets
Oak Dinette Suites with leatherette
upholstery
• Platform Rockers, velour or tapestry
• Occasional Rockers, Boudoir Chairs
• Cocktail, Lamp, and End Tables
• Hassocks and Srnokinz Stands
24• Electric Hot Plates, Toasters, Broilers
• Presto Cookers and Pressure Pans
• Ironing Boards and Kitchen Stools
• Book Cisses-and.Deski

e

'

DELIVER GROCERIES

I

s a...t day afte:r.aan. 3 1-4 yards
ess miterial Finder please ri
srn to-Mrs James D--Clopton :••
'a0. C Wells'. office.
I;

Nk
.

Mason Lake News

,

RCISS FEED CO.

HOLMAN JONES

has purchased the interest of
JIM KEY

in the WHITE FRONT GROCERY
and is now in business with
J. 0. PARKER

WHITE FRONT GROCERY

Fresh Okra, lb. 32c
Corn, 2 ears

15c

Bell Peppers, lb. 35c
Fresh Crowder
Peas, lb.
20c
Home Grown
Cabbage, 3 lbs 10c

OUR SHELVES
ARE STOCKED,
FROM
A TO Z,
WITH FOODS
OF 1-1 I GHEST
QUALITY./

Lettuce,
Large Heads 15c
FRESH PINEAPPLE, large size, each
LEMONS, Sunkist, size 432, dozen

..... •

.

35c
30c

•

Fresh Tax. Tomatoes, US No.1, lb 16c
Chase & Sanborn
COFFEE
3Sc lb.

Pimento Peppers, 4-oz. can
Black Pepper, 80' pure, 2
1•4

Vanilla Wafers,6 oz. pkg.

Beginning Saturday, May 25, and

Potato Salad, Lady Betty,
12-oz. jar
Sunshine Wheat Toasted
Wafers, 1-lb. box

thereafter
Deliveries on Mondays and Saturdays

,,e,:sra

4

20c
20c

•

-A red billfold on Nor'
aaurth Street Wednesday aft!':
aa
Finder may have by iden!sang and paying for.thts ad
edger & Times..
-

SYKES & EDMONDS

UND_
Eastern Star pin ,a
;sat Office building
Gall ja-d- !
at Times
pas aa ad
It

Phone 388

Business Place South 4th at "Y"

F.
Introducing the Personnel of

/)

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
CHF RC it.11.1„
and Embalmer .

nei .ind Manager. Veseran,

Fueei at Dii ector

F.1.7-A13F.TH M CHURCHILL. my wife. Registered Apprentice and
▪ Lady Assistant'
JAMES la - iaLALOCK. 4ffi -a the late -Dr. E Ft
Raprentice and Assistant

Blalock:

Veteran.

Registered

TENDER CARE and PERSONAL ATTENTION
is given in every case

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
A>IBUCANCE SERVICE
I FaSEPIttaNE 96
Murray. Ky..
5th

Phone 58

AAA
Phosphate Orders

TO OUR TRADE
Lost and Found

Riley Furniture 8(
Appliance Co.
107 South Fourth Street'

_

WE WILL

Mortis

CARD OF THANKS
Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars visited
We wish to take this opportunity
Marl Byars Sunday.
of expressing our deep appreciaWilliam B. Morris visited Jerry
tion and lasting gratitude to out
Latimer Tuesday of It week.
neighbors and friends for
their
Mrs. Frank Kurkendall is a pakindness, their help and sympatient at the Clinic for treatment.
thy during the recent illness and
Barbara Allen Paschall. daughpassing of our beloved husband and
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall.
father. We shall ever remember the
spent part of last week as the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars. kind ministrations of Dr. J. y.
Mrs. Marshall Paschall was the Stark who labored as a physician
guest of Mrs. Ted Latimer last and as a neighbor to relieve the
suffering of our loved one, and to
Friday
Mrs. Pat Caraway visited Mrs. Dr -Hugh Houston who assisted him.
Bell Kurkendall last Wednesday. For ,every expression of sympathy
Sue Jones. daisghter of Mr. and from anyone we extend 4ur thanks.
Mrs. Luther Jones. Murray. was May God bless you all -Mrs: T. M.
Caraway. McCutiaon and Children.
Janice
the guest of
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Caraway, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. 'vie Bucy. shopped
in Hazel Saturday.
Autman and Jack Newport were
We can accept AAA Phosin Paris Tuesday on business.
Joe Richardson, son of Mrs. phate orders now and make
Margie Richardson of Detroit. 'and prompt deliveries.
brother of Mrs. Charles Morris,
Have the office make out
returned
hume last week after
your
orders for delivery now
serving three years with the Natty
while the goods are availa-Blue
discharge.
Bird.
and
has
his
Farmers in Daviess county purble.
chased more than 500 bushels of
CARD OF THANKS
•
certified Lincoln soybean seed.
We have a limited amount
We wish to express our thanks to
all our friends and neighbors who of Ammonium Nitrate. Get
were so kind to us in our bereave- this for side-dressing toment We appreciate the courtesy bacco. '32.5 per cent NitroMr. and Mrs. Jess Latimer and of the Max Churchill Funeral gen.
son and Willie Turpen visited Mr Home, also the comforting words
•
and Mts. Edd Ray Saturday even- brought to us by Bro Hampton.
Bro Childers and Bro Story • We
ing.
Mrs. Odie Morris was the guest shall always be grateful to Dr. Hal
MURRAY, KY.
of Mrs. Grover Charlton Tuesday. Houston for his untiring efforts to
Betty Latarier was the guest of aid. also to Mr. Luchian Gupton for
Tel. 101
110 West 3rd St.
her grandmother, Mrs. Ada Ma- his kindneas. May God blass you
han. last week.
all.-W L. Hart and Family
"See Ross For Seed"
Mr and Mrs. Cami Taylor were
guests ir. the home of their daughter, Mts. Dovie Brandon. last
week.
Mrs James Brandon and daughter visited --Mrs. Odie Morris Friday
Mrs Brandon also visited
Mrs Jess Latimer Saturday afternoon.•
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Latimer were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs Charles
Morris Friday evening
Mr. and Mrs. Jiimes Brana
were week-end guests of Mr Lisa
Mrs. Commodore Orr.
Mrs. Brent Flood was the guest
of her sister. Mrs Roy Vaughn and
family last week.
Shelly' and Modena and Betty ,
Latimer ware the guests of Ola
CARD OF THANKS
•
He invites all his friends and present customers
We wash to express our appreciato call on him
tion to the many friends who Were
so kind during the -illness and
death of our loving wife and mother, Louie Jane Lockhart: also for
the beautiful flowers and
Bro
Pogue's kind words. may God's'
richest blessings be bestowed on .
Tel 672
J. 0. PARKER
HOLMAN JONES
each of you-Earl and James Lockhart

SALE-3-room house. 2 1-2 U. N. Body Recommends
acres land: garden. poultry yard. Spain Oust Franco Regime
hog lot, all new wire: northwest By September 15th
corner Almo road and Highway I
---Also my place of business-New York. June I--The United
95
garage. servie.e station, and hinch Nations subcommittee on Spain
stand: 2 1-.' ecres land, southeast today declared that the Franco
corner Aline road and highway regime was a "potential menace to
95-Robert Ch.lders
lp international peace" and recommended a world-wide diplomatic
KILL KNATS. masquitos, flies, break' with SPain unless the Falanmites, and barn insects with gist'Government is ousted by SepPratt's Farm DDT Spray-Kelley's tember.
Hatchery.
J 13c
The
subcOmmittee,
after
a
month of inve•tigation said that
FOR SALE--Electric portable Singthe Franco Government was not
er sewing machine. gOod condition
"at prestnt a threat to peace," but
-O. B Farley. Route 5, Murray.
added that its activities were such
phone 34=.
1p
that they might easily become a
FOR'SALE--On highway in Dex- threat.
It recommended that the Seter. 4-room house, lot. garden tor
extra building sae' Price $2.700 curity Council transf,r me case to
See Wes Brown at Dexter
lp the 51-natton General Assembly,
which will meet in New York September 3. with a suggestion that
the Assembly call upon all members of the United Nations to sever
relations with Spain unless the
Franeu regime ."is withdrawn"

For Sale
charge -

35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

Wanted

Notices

minimum

FOR
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and Elm

Sliced Tenderized Ham,lb.

56c

Pure Country Sausage, lb.

39c

Cottage Cheese, 1-lb. pkg.

2lc

Tender Leaf
TEA
Quarter lb., 27(

Old Fashioned Hoop Cheese, lb. 41c
Philadelphia Cream Cheese,
package
11 c
Creamery Butter, lb.
55c
Lacge Bologna, lb.
29c

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL, THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owner
Telephone 130

5.
•:.4ww•

,
-

-

•

.
I

•

•
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
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Sturgis Baptist Pastor Reports
Abduction From Church Study
STURGIS,,Ky., June 3--Authoritieivssonglit .five , men today after
the Rev. C. L. Nicely, pastor of the
First Baptist church here, reported they had- abducted him from
his church study last night, taken
him
into the countryside and
threatened him.
Sheriff Steve Peak said that the
Rev. Mr. Nicely told officers that
four
men invaded his church
study about 9:30 p.m. yesterday,
forced him to accompany them into the country in an automobile,
driven by a fifth man, and there
threatened him.

detail
the
tei
him.
Pathy
all k$.

T M.

'hoslake

The pastor declared the men
had blackened their faces, apparently with charcoal. He said one
of them was armed with a pistol
while another carried a knife.
Sheriff Peak said the Rev. Mr.
Nicely escaped unharmed, according to Dr. G. B. Carr, Sturgis physician who was summoned to examine him, but was made extremely nervous by the experience.
Three magisterial districts of
Union county voted today in local
option elections, However, Peak
said no connection had been established - between the elections
and the abduction, except that the
pastor had advocated "dry" victories.
Sheriff Peak said Sturgis Police Chief Jim Shackelford called
.him to Sturgis from Morganfield
about 2:30 a.m. today and informed him that the pastor's wife had
reported the Rev. Mr. Nicely missing.

out
now
aila-

ount
Get
toitro-

41

•

•
101

Hollis Rogers Makes
Rare Contribution
In Pacific Specimens

Peak said the officers found
overturned furniture in the church,
indicating a scuffle had taken
place, and that a telephone wire
leading into the building had been
cut.
The sheriff said atteenpts
were made dto obtain fingerprints
and that the Federal Bureau of
Investigation might be asked to
aid in the case.
The pastor told '(he sheriff that
the four men forced him into the
car and drove him into the country, where they made him lie on
railroad tracks and threatened him
with a knife. He declared they
told him they would horse-whip
him if he tried to get away.
The pastor said he made a
"break" however and fled, lay in
a ditch, and finally made his way
to the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Wheeler Hinton on the Caseyville
road. They summoned aid. Nicely said the car 'vas a four-door
sedan and that the men were
white but had disguised their faces
with sonie black substance.
MURRAY STATE TO GET
64 FAMILY DWELLING
UNITS FOR EX-SOLDIERS
M. 0. Wrather and Wesley Kernper, members of Murray
State
College staff, have returned from
Cleveland, Ohio, where they contracted for 64 family dwelling units
for the college veterans here.
The buildings are made for eight
families and will be here about
September.

WE ARE NOW DELIGHTED
TO ANNOUNCE
that the following trains have
RESUMED NORMAL OPERATION
on the same schedule as before their withdrawal:

TRAIN 91 From Nashville to Atlanta.
TRAIN 90— From Atlanta to Nashville.
TRAINS 3 and 4 - Between Nashville,
Tenn., ancirHickman, Ky.
TRAINS 103 and 104
Between Paducah, Ky., and Memphis, Tenn.
PASSENGER TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
N. C. & ST. L. RAILWAY

JOEIS MIRYMCMIII

Hollis Rogers, a Calloway
an,
received public recognition and
wie; given newspaper publicity
last week for his work done in
collecting specimens in South; Pacific countries during the war.
This recognition was given from
Duke University, Durham, N., C.
Mr. Rogers is studying and teaching there.

A. G. GIBSON ATTENDED
ROTARY CONVENTION
A. G. Gibson, Western Kentucky
Stages owner. attended the Rotary
International Convention' at Atlantic City June 2 when 50 different countries were represented in
the 37th annual meeting there.
Mr. Gibson is the newly elected
president of the Murray Rotary
Club
•

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN AVIATION . .

A group. Of boys from the Hazel
chapter of Funire' Farmers . of
America visited many points of interest in Kentucky May 25 and 26
enroute . to and from one of the
seven wonders of the world, Mammoth Cave.
Places visited other than the ancient Mammoth Cave and Crystal
Lake Cave were: The Kentucky
Davis
State Hospital, Jefferson
Memorial. The Reptile Garden,
with 121 different kinds of reptiles;
Shakertown
farm, stocked with
Hereford beef cattle; 'and Radio,
Station, WHOP, Hopkinsville.

The Durham Morning Herald,
Durhmaa.m, N. C., Sunday. May 26,
had the following to say about Mr.
Rogers:
"Rogers, a graduate. of Murray
State Teachers College, and the
University of Kentucky. where he
took his master's degree, was
working on his doctorate at Duke
in 1942 when he entered the Army.
"He was sent to New Guinea as
a staff sergeant and photographer
for the airborne engineers. During the year and eight months he
spent in the Pacific, he made a
general triplicated collection of
flora from the regions he visited
and sent it to Dr. 'Elmer D. Merrill, Arnold professor of Botany at
Harvard liniVersity and director of
the Arnold Arboritum. Merrill is
an outstanding authority on Pacific area flora and was engaged
in writing booklets for the Army
and Navy oh this flora when Rogers was collecting his material.
"The collection, which includes
100 sets in triplicate, is now ebeing
classified. When work of classification is finished one set will remain at Harvard, one will come to
Duke and the third will be sent to
the University of Kentucky.
"Censorship regulations forbade
the release of any information pertaining to the region where the
collection was amassed during the
recent war.
"Rogers also made a smaller collection of marine algae off the
coral reefs of New Guinea and a
collection of fresh water algae
from the same vicinity. These
were sent to Dr. Drouet at the
Field Museum of Natural History
in Chicago."
Mr. Rogers, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Rogers, Farmington;
Route 2, was discharged earlier
this year. His picture appeared
in the paper with the above story.

The trip
was very interesting.
The bois making the trip werelas
follows: Kernie Bailey, Kieth Brandon, Ellis Hayes. Noby Carraway,
Billie Max Erwin. Joseph Dravenport, Truin Shrader, and their
advisors, Mr. Parks and Mr. J. W.
Erwin.
--Bennie George, reporter

Emblematic of peace In a peace loving nation, and quietly remindful that dairying Is America's greatest industry, the poster pictured
above has been chosen as the symbol of June DAIRY MONTH for 1946.
It's a familiar scene, as American as the Stars and Stripes. A
herd of cows, peacefully grazing over green fields. cows that never
Beard the roar of hostile guns, that never saw the ravages of war. Such
a scene, somehow, symbolizes the American love of peace, home, and
good eating.

Negro Group Petitions U.N. To Probe
Oppression of Race In United States

In Army Training Schools you can study any of thef200
skills, trades, and technical subjects. You'll get good
pay, your food, clothing, quarters, medical and dental
care. You'll be entitled to a 30-day paid furlough every
year.

This is a great opportunity for every young man who wants to travel, receive a
good education and the training for a successful career.
JOIN NOW, U. S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION, Post Office Bldg., Paducah

•

•

Sponsor ed By

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUG STORE
Murray, Kentucky

•

yet cost 2f less

By keeping eggs fresh and clean,
Kentucky
farmers and
dealers
would gain at least a million dollars a year. That is the amount
now lost from spoiled eggs and
price
deductions
for
inferior
quality. said poultry specialists at
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics. Their recommendations' are:
1. Keep the house and nests
clean, with plenty of hay or straw
in the nests and a deep litter on
the floor.

laboratory tests show that
a fresh cigarette gives you
$TIPNAM.

#1:eolidie

2. Sell broody hens and roosters.

DETROIT. June 1--In a demand consideration ,if any, the united
for "full freedom and
absolute Nations may appropriately give to . 3. Gather eggs at least twice a.
equality," the National Negro Con- it under provisions of the Char- day.
gress today petitioned the United ter.4. Keep the eggs in the coolest
Nations to bring "relief from opThe petition to the U.N. read in place on the farm, such as a celpression" to 13,000,000 members of part:
lar or cave.
the race in the United States.
5. Pack eggs small end down.
"It is with profund regret that
The highlight of the congress' we. a section of the Negro
6. Keep eggs away from onions,
people,
10th anniversary convention was having failed to bring
relief from cabbage, potatoes and kerosene.
Secretary-General oppression thtough
to
letter
a
constitutional
Trygve Lie of the U.N. request,. appeal, find ourselves
forced to
ing action under Article 71 of the bring this vital issue—which
we
Charter.
have sought for almost a century
The article permits minorities since emancipation to solve withto
.
ask assistance to prevent dis- in the boundary of our country—
crimination "on ground of race."
to the attention of this historic
In New York. a spokesman for body." .
messaged
Lie issued the following statemonS#, • The congress also
"No such communication has yet President Truman, asserting that
come a Mr. Lie's attention. If Negro citizens "find the present
such a communication is received conditions intolerable" and termit will. of course, be acknowledged ing the U.N. appeal a "historical
determine what moment in the life of the nation."
and studied

PlIttA.. PA.

to ti
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WITH IMPROVED FRESHNESS CONTROL

s

AVIATION-TYPE OIL FOR

Ellis Hayes, Edrick
Owen Have Highbred '
Duroc-Jersey Pigs

Willis Appoints
Board To Study
Park Betterment
l'itA.EFORT, Ky. -- Governor
'Willis has appointed a 12-man
4 committee, headed by State Conservation Commissioner Harold A.
Browning, to consider impoivement of facilities in state parks
and recreation" centers.
Among subjects expected to be
discussed are. proposals to
issue
revenue bonds to build hotels at
the parks and possibly to provide
other improvdmenLs.
A suggestion has been made recently that the state might lease
concessions to private individuals
and let ,them erect hotel's, Russell
Dyche. state parks director and a
member of the new committee, said
he would oppose that, except possibly on a temporary basis.
The other ten appointed by the
governor are five Louisville men.
Thomas Graham, Milton Trost, Marion Cardwell. Ben Creaeor and
'William H. Crutcher. Jr

FOR SALE!
1. 500 acres beautiful lake view land--good for farming,fishing or hunting in Calloway County.
2. 128 acres excellent cotton land,20 miles of Memphis,Tenn.
3.

WASHINGTON — Ninety-eight able for famine areas abroad, doper cent of flour mills in the mestic mills are allowed in June
to distribute only 75 per cent as
United
States were closed, the
much flour as the monthly average
millers national federation notified r of 1945.
the. Senate small business comThe committee received vehemmittee,
ent protests from local bakery
T. -J. McBreen, chief economist. workers and- bakeri-ss against the"
to the committee, told of the noti- situation in this city.
.
fication during a hearing on difCharles B. McClosky. business
ficulties developing for small businesses as a result of diversion of agent for the. -Washington local,
Confectioners and Bakers Union
wheat to relief purposes.
AFL), said the union is contemEarlier. Secretary Anderson rest- plating
going into "continuous sesdied the Agriculture Department sion"
in protest against a cut to
is prepared lei lend wheat to mills three
or four days work a week
"to assure flour supplies in areas for
its members.
where there is a definite bread
Under the Agriculture Departshortage.•"
ment plan to prevent acute bread
The department said a mill qual- shortages, Mills.eligible to reseive
ifying for such a loan of -wheat a loan of government wheat are
could get only enough to bring its those in bread and flour shortage
supply up to one-half of its June areas whose wheat and flour totals
allotment fOr domestic 'sale. '
less than half their authorized
Under deptin'ent' orders de- June grind for domestic dietribusigned to make more grain avail- Item.

MILD AND FRESH

Better C.,,are Would
Help Egg Profits

Hazel Chapter of Future
Farmers of America has bought
two registered Duroc-Jersey sov,
pigs from the Cuba Chapter of
FFA.
These pigs were farrowed by a
dam that was in a litter of 10 and
won the produce of dam at Ken
lucky State Fair. They are de
seendants of Red Star. 128455. aryl
Square Miss CardinaL 499318. Th.
dam of these pigs is King's Lads
595018.
Ellis and Edrick are proud of
the pigs because they desire to
become established in pure bred
swine production and at the same
tiine help their local chapter projects.

. The

By joining the U. S. Army for 3 years you may choose the
arm or branch of :ifervice you desire and the theater you
wish to serve in.

98 Per Cent Of Flour Mills In
United States Closed Wednesday

Hazel FFA's Enjoy
Trip to Mammoth
Cave May 25 and 26

415'z shares Bank of Murray stock.

DI

in YOUR CAR

The governor's order provided
that Commissioner Browning call
them together "at the earliest possible date and pinceed to consider
the ways and means of developing
the facilities for the accommodation
of the public at the various parks
' and' recreation centers in Kentucky."
Kentucky now has hostels at two
of its parks. Cumberland Falls. operated by the state. and Natural
Bridge. Powell County, operated
under annual lease to a private individual.

PLUMBING
and
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DI MOTOR FUEL
LUBRICATES
'ft 710 Expm
UPPER CYLINDER
?ARTS

YR'
New D- X Motor Oil guaranaces•tough,
oily film that stays on hot;Tast•mo•ing
engine parts for protection. None of its
rich "natural" oiliness is lost in the patented solvent-processing. Made from
fine paraffin base crudes for high heat.
resistance, better lubrication. In addition,
it is Stammered against oxidation and corrosion to minimize sludge; metal-pitting•

This new gasoline,
containing a high
heat-resisting lubricant, protects engine
parts subject to the
greatest wear. Also
high anti-knock,
mileage, power, and
quick -starting. Try
13-X or D X rthyl.

TRY IT ON 4
•SOVIEWT.PROCISSIO
• MINNAIZIS OXIDATION
• MININIZIS SLUDGE
• NON (01ItOSIVI
• HIGH VS(OSITY INDIA
• MN NIAT-111S1STANCI
•(UAW'S AS IT lUSRICATES
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Springate. Lexington; State Highway Commissioner J. Stephen Watkins. State Treasurer Thomas W
Vinson, Thomas F. Manby, La
Grange. and M5rcus C. Redwine.
Winchester.
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Plumbing and Repairing

We will appreciate your
business -

W. P. DULANEY
PURYEAR DRUG CO.,
Puryear, Tennessee

•

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call
THESE PRODUCTS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM

FIFES & CHANDLER 1
SCOTT FITTS

It. U. CHANDLER ,

1100 West Poplar

Harry Cole

Red and White Service Station

Distributor

Phone 9103

601 South Fourth Street
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New Churches Born in Odd Spots

Ex-Set-Nice Men's
News

PUBLISBED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times and The
Thnas-Herald, Oct. 20, 1928, and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 1942.
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HEART THOUGHTS BY

THURSI

Blood River News
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LETTERS TO EDITOR

Notice to Persons Interested
in Growing Popcorn!

Anthortri
Oh

t4

.EMI

Parker Seed Company, Murry, Kentucky, is interested in contracting fifteen hundred (1,500) acres of popcorn to be grown during the 1946 growing season.

8 of 38 Flying
S Killed
To U..

.

Our contract will call for YELLOW popcorn; and the
planter must use No. 38 Purdue Hybrid Seed. We are in
a position to furnish such seed now.
Purdue Hybrid will produce from one-third (1-3) to
one-half (1-2)• more per acre than the old type seed pop-- —
corn. This seed should produce corn of the value of Seventy Five ($75.00) Dollars to One Hundred ($100.00)
Dollars per acre; and does not require any more cultivation than ordinary field corn.
If interested in contracting to grow some of this corn,
within the next few days, as contracts are being
taken now.
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PARKER'SEED CO.
Murray, Kentucky
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST
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THIS DIRECTORY is published for your information

,mmo FARNSWORTH—NORGE—MOTOROLA

through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
appear on this page.

ALL ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

•

THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

• LOCALS
REPAIRED BY
'Idiss Mary Elizabeth Roberts is
visiting in Virginia and Springfield, Ill., and St. Louis, Mo. She
will return in two weeks.

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO
505

The REST Is
MAIN ST

Always CHEAPEST
PHONE 349

Tops

with itvorything!

Them isn't a ineol or on hour of Its, day
that can't be given a lift by DOWNYRAKI
Donut° Take em on picnics, put •m in
lunch boxes, nibble 'eon between meats ond
serve 'ern for dessert. They're grand to eat,
essy to digest. The DOWNYFLAKE machine
makes 'ens fresh ond toil
,
ME THEM MADE AT .. •

PARHOWORTH—NOROR—MOTOROLA

LIVE MINNOWS, FISHING WORMS
and —
Everything for the
Fisherman

Crider's Donut
Shoppe
at the Blue Bird Cafe

Worms Neatly and Securely Packaged

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF\
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS

IARKER

J. T. WALLIS & SON, Third and Main
MeliMin=MINMEMENEMIMIIMINEN

•
If you are interested in buying or selling any
kind of real estate

•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

SEE

THE MURRAY LAND COMPANY
WE SELL REAL ESTATE EXCLUSIVELY
W. C. Hays, Phone 547-J
Leon Hale, Phone 442-J

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square
•
Call 383

TRAVEL TO DETROIT
— — BY -- -

BROOKS BUS LINE

.#
•

Auburn Wells has returned Friday from several days visit in Lexington, Ky.
Quinton Sims, employed with
the Veterans Administration, Glasgow, spent the past week-end with
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Z. W.
Sims, Lynn Grove. Mr. Sims received his discharge from the Infantry October, 1945. He seemed
a year in Germany.
Mrs. Reginald Butterworth started
. her three-weeks vapotion last
Sunday.
She T
iseieri ployed
at
Southern Bell •
phone Company. She has
en
with this
company continuously 19 and onehalf years.
Mrs. Emma Key, Sedalia, was
the week-end guest of Albert Key
and family, on South Broad street.
Mr. and Mrs.. Euel C. Cope returned to Detroit Monday where
Mr. Cope is employed.
Mrs. W. E. Hutton. Dickson,
Tenn., visited relatives and friends
in the city from Sunday to Tuesday.
Mrs. Dick Shell. Ralph Shell and
George West Jr. are visiting in
Chicago this week.
Mr. and Mrs. George West Sr..
had as their guest last witek-end
Sgt. T. J. Seell of Memphis who
has. recently ratirned from Italy.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy attended
*he aluffina luncheseen at Bethel
college in Hopkinsville, Saturday.
Mrs. Catus Butterworth, Mrs.
Mary Butterworth. and Mrs! John
carlton left Meinday for Detroit
`or a visit with their chilgren.
T. 0. Baucum Jr. and Charles
Edwin Baucum of Memphis, Tenn.,
A ere week-end visitors of their
',ther, T. 0. Baucum, Sr. They
.!e students of Southwestern at
Memphis.
Mrs. Malcolm Sale
. and Mrs.
C. Jackson of Ro ell, N. Mex..
re visiting frie
and relatives
!I Murray.

Ohio
Oct. 5, Morehead State at Murray
Oct. 12, Eastern Kentucky at Murray
Oct. 18. Chattanooga University at
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 26, Evansville College at Evansville, Ind.
N9v. 2, Mississippi State at State
College, Miss,
Nov. 9, Marshall College at Murray
Nov. 15, Eastern Illinois at Murray
Nov. 22, Tennessee Tech at Paducah
Nov. 28, Westeen Kentucky at Bowling Green
Coach Moore had the following
men out for the squad in spring
practice:
Guards: Charles Keeton, Bud
Willoughby, Harry Moore, Max

Gibbs, James Woodall, Dennis Taylor,
William
Malcolm, James
Thompson, James Cooper.
Tackles: Hector "Oulette, Frank
Nance. Braxton Sanford, Jay Miller, Cliff White, Owen Cullivan.
Ends: "Bud" Dubia, Wid Ellison,
James Pierce, Frank Tidwell, Joe
Faughn, Jesse Braboy, Billy JOe
Saunders, William Herbert Brooks,
Todd Yates.
Centers: Max Carlisle, Dan McKenzie.

A Licensed Lady Assistant

Complete

Halfbacks: Don Souder, Dale McDaniel, Jimmy
Allen, Carlisle
Walsh, Tommy Walker, Neal Hobart,
Jack
Longrear,
Marvin
Hodges.
Fullbacks: Finis Gilbert, RoHie
Jennings, Ralph McClain.
Quarterbacks: Roy Conyer, Bobby Clark, Marvin Maddox.

5EqVIC 5INCt 1886

C,:mitHILL, osvfleik
PHONE 7-446014-AY, ki

RONALD W.

TUCKER'S MOTOR SERVICE

Mill Work Shop and Planing Mill
EQUIPPED WITH RESAW

Stella, Kentucky
GENERAL REPAIRING on all makes of cars

Offers Hardwood Flooring made. Shiplap S43S3S; all types lumber sized and edged; all types.
of ripping; at reasonable rates.
LET US SERVE YOU

Tune up work, carbureter, generator, and starter repair, ignition
and wiring. Come in and make an appointment to have your
car repaired.
REPAIR OF GAS TANKS and GENERAL OVERHAUL
BY APPOINTMENT

POLLY'S PLANING MILL

JESSE L. TUCKER, Owner

Aubrey Polly, Owner

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Murray, Ky.

would seem too early to begin
"talking up" the old pigskin game,
however, we expect Coach Jim
Moore of the Thoroughbreds is
already on the prowl for added
candidates for the Gold and Blue.
Coach Moore is in for no few
Phone 479
South 15th St. headaches. Outside of a few re•• turning veterans to the campus. he
has practically a new squad to
work with; he lost an excellent
back when Tom Covington was
called into service; it is apparent
that students will be shifting rapidly during the next few 'months
CONCRETE
before schools will begin to close
and
their gates to outsiders; and then
competition is keen for boys of
CINDER
it higher athletic ability.
Any quantity. We
After skimping through for a
Deliver
few years cif war-time football, all
west Kentucky is raring to again
see Murray's Thoroughbreds back
in full force. Another thing that
MURRAY, KY.
the fans Wave missed greatly is
Phone 101
North Third St.
the fine marching bands .of Murray
State. Nothing adds more to the
enthusiasm and pep of a packed
stadium than a first class marching
band.
Pop Doyle predicts that
it will take aniither year for the
college band tia,.get back to its
normal size and instrumentation.
However it is more than likely
a high-type band will make its
appearance by football slinging
time.
Coach Jim 'Moote expects to
hold summer football practice. No
and Carry on
definite date has been set as yet.
Practise for the fall season will
both Laundry and
begin on September 9. 1945, for
Cleaning
games ahead. The
the rugged
schedule cdissists of 10 wanes: tour
at home, fis/e away. and one, in
Paducah:The schedule:
Sept. 22. Ohio University at Athi

Phone 456

ATTENTION

We have Perdue Hybrid Popcorn Seed for,Spring
planting. We will contract for growing hybrid popcorn. Write us for seed and contract.

Dodge-- Plymouth
Owners

J. V. Blevins Company
Processors and Buyers of Popcorn
155 Second Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•

WARS DrUP:

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CANT BE HAD

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

DR. J. M. CONVERSE
Graduate Veterinarian
Located In Calloway County Soil Improvement Association Warehouse, East Main,
beyond railroad

VULCANIZING
ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

Prescriptions A
Specialty

e

1

HALE SERVICE
STATION

•

East Iligh%say

I;

• MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 282
Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminlx Corp.

It It's ...
If
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets
—or—

Painting and
Decorating

FOR ME INSPECTION

367-J
201 North 12th St.

Furches Jewelry
Watches
{ LAUNDRY and
Diamonds
CLEANERS
Gifts
•
EXPERT WATCH and
CLOCK REPAIR
Mone 44
East Side Square
.WE DELIVER

•

BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897

Murray, Ky.

.10

The Ledger & Times
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

CONCRETE
BLOCK

OFFICE CLOSED
While *tending post-graduate instruction in Chicago from JUNE 13 to 21 INCLUSIVE

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for Ali'Carst

•

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED

Phone,307-W

By a Reliable Insurance Program

Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller

DR. WALTER F. BAKER

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear
518 West Main Street

Telephone 64
We Deliver

I

R I. Ray

Telephone 16

See

TAXI
SERVICE
• Esc-perienced Drivers

WEST'S
Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothe,

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

PHONE 43

Home Phone 295-M

• Safe Cars
• Prompt Service

C. L. MILLER, Agent

OFFICE

MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

West Side Sgilere

• Courteous Treatment

...•••••••m•-.0
a.a.
albaaera•a/01•4•MirosabalIi.

are readily available now for farm
building jobs that will
save time and lighted".
work. See us for free estimate on essential farm
construction or repairs.

AS NEAR AS YOUR
_ TELEPHONE

FRAZEE MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE'AGENTS

The Old Reliable

Automobile

138
TAXI

Owen Concrete
Works
Second and Elm
Phone 885

-

IP.

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery
1214 West Main
Phone 375

SUPERIOR

SUPPLIES

•

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

ROSS FEED CO.

Save 10 to 20%
On Cash

C. M. CATHEY

PLUMBING

1

Building Blocks

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Call

•

DR. J. M. CONVERSE

BOONE'S

You Need

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

TELEPHONE 560

LOWER SHOP

RECAPPING and

South 13th Street

HYBRID POPCORN

GRIDIRON
Corsages, Cut Flowers RANKLINGS
Potted Plants and
With football season three full
Funeral Designs
months away to most of us it

•

Telephone 331
Murray,

FIRE

Casualty
Gatlin Building

Kentucky

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your InsuranCe"
dir

elletanNIM•••••

"Illaaalaa.a.0•1•0+

•
•

service

te

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
Make Reservations Early At

. For the More

a

01.

•

54

•

•

COPY FADED

I
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o'clock..
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Jr., student director, and Mrs.
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Evening
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month.
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ntly visiting end
were in Hazel r
l • service in
Devotiona
Monday:
Superintendent
mother accompanied them horny
Mr. and Mrs. Orville \Jenkins.
MURRAY CIRCUIT
bisement of library building at 7
Ronald Churchill, T., U. Director
Mr.. and Mrs. James 'M. Platte for an extended visit.
CHURCH
BAPTIST
GROVE
ELM
evening.
'Monday
Pastor
each
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C. A. alBrs.
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WNIU Pres.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks and Mrs. Berare visiting their parents, M. and
W. B. (one. Pastor s
Wednesday: Song practice and
Morning
Maddox were in Paris last
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and
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L.
Platte
Mrs.
family.
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9:30 a.m. nvisic study at 6:30; prayer
\f week visiting relatives and friends
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Sunday School
School
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Sunday
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and
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Morning worship
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Evening
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Training Union
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
Hawes, superintendent.
Sunday.
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each
Pastor
McKee,
C.
Samuel
- Sulpher Springs
10 45 a tr.- Morning worship
to visit Mrs. West who is a patient
W. ML'. meets every second and Fifth Sunday
Monday on business.
11 a.m.
7.30 p.m -Evening worship
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 pm.
Miss Essie Bailey is in Chicago there in the Baptist hospital.
945 a.m. Sunday School
700 p.m -Group Meetings
Mr. and Mrs. Art Lavender of
R.A.'s, G A. a. and Sunbeams meet
this week visiting relatives.
10.00 am. Miss Ella Weihing's
Tuesday
HARDIN SAPTIST CHURCH
Miss Bettie Jenkins of Murray Georgia .are visiting Mrs. Lavenon second and fourth Wednesday
Bettie Class for College Students
John Stringer. Pastor
2.00 p.m.-W M.S. at the Church nights,
was in Hazel a few days last week der's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otho
1100 a.m. Worship Service
Wednesday
White.
-visiting relatives and friends.
Sermon by Dr. F. C .Pogue
Ed Ross, Church Secretary
7.30 p.m._-Mid-Week Prayer SerRalph E. Thomas, Mayfield, was
4:30 p.m. Senior -High Fellowship
BAPTIST
SPRING
School
SINKING
Miss Martha Miller, Sunday
vice and .1.3aile Study
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in Hazel Saturday on business.
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Secretary
p.m.-Teachers and Officers
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Wednesday, 8:00 p.m. Mid-wick 9:00
SALE
M M. Hampton. pastor
NOTICE
Homer Lassiter. Sunday Soltool home with illness.
Meeting
Prayer Meeting
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Superintendent
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Sunday
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Service
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Preaching
11:00
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T. H.
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron were land herinafter describeu, on which
Services are held each Sunday 6.00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. Warren,
Evening
in Memphis last week.
there is no permanent dam, hydroIs follows:
7:30 p.m
director.
Evening Worship
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin White electric power plant. fertilizer plant,
9-45 am. Sunday School
Sundays
fifth
First, third, and
7:30 p.m were in Paducah last week on or munitions plant, is not necessary
7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
Prayer Meeting. Wed.
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
second and fourth
-- to carry out plans and projects acbusiness.
5.30 p.m. Youth. Choir Rehearsal st 10 o'clock;
and
t 11. o'clockBETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill and tually decided upon:
COO p.m. Methodist Youth Fellow- Sundaystaa
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
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J. H. Thurman. Paster
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ship
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each
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Craig. superintendent. •
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and
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Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00 in Akron. 0. iiipiting relatives and said lots any land which lies beH. P. Blankenship. Pastor
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friends.
am: Palestine, 3 pm.
low the 376' contour elevation.
Et. H. Falwell of Murray was in
Said land will be sold suby_•ct to
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00
First Sunday-Kirksey 11 a.m.:
ns of the right:
Hazel last week.
11:15 a.m.
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Ridge,
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no
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Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt.
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Mt. Webb...who has been in the
siEveryone is invited.
silt range
Hebron 7-.30 pm.
hospital with Illness. was able to boundary monuments and
stations.
Second Sonday- _Coldwater 11
week.
Last
home
his
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return
OF
CHURCH
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COLDWAT
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ing below the 381' contour elevaThird Sunday- Mt. Hebron 11
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Merritt Youngblood. Minister
Fourth Sunday-Mt. Cannel 11
Church School each Loris Day family
S. On and over those portions of
a.m.: Cole's Camp Ground 3 pm.: at 10 OQ am.
Lots 2 to 8 inclusive. 24 to 28 inColdwater 7.30 p m.
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elevation
There is Church School at each Sunday at 1100 am.
250' of the shore line
359'), to 'erect and maintain navigaof these churches at 10 a.m. every
tion aids and do such clearing as is
Your attendance is apSunday
QUARTERLY CONFERENCE
necessary to ensure visibility.
preciated.
CHAPEL
AT MARTINS
The Purchaser will be required to
covenant for himself, his heirs, dee
conferenc
CIRCUIT
ALMO
The third quarterly
visees. personal representatives and
I.. R. Putnam. Pastor
assigns:
for the Murray Circuit, for the
I. Not to use said land in any
-current year, will convene with
way that would tend to pollute the
Sunday-Tempie Hill. Sun- the Martin's Chapel congregation
First
•Hot. luscious Cinnamon Buns •
Waters of Kentucky reservoir.
day School 10:00 o'clock each Sun- Saturday, June 8
2 That each lot will be used for
a moment's notice! Fleischnianh's
superinInand
Clark.
1).00
A.
services
Robert
Dr.
day; church
constructing, maintaining and using
will
Fast Rising Dry Yeast is always
district,
Paris
the
•
tendent of
dependence 246.
a 'single private summer residence
ready for Amok action .aso keeps
Second Suncilly-Russells Chapel. preach at 11 am and the business
thereon. costing not less than
up
taken
be
fresh for weeks or your pantry shelf.
51.000 00, with necessary and apSunday School 2:30 p m. each Sun- of the conference will
purtenant outbuildings and either
in the afternoon.
IF YOU LAKE AT HOS"-just dissolve
day: church services, 11:00 a m.
invited
cordially
is
septic tank or outdoor toilet apa
Chapel.
public
The
-Brooks
Sunday
according to directions on the packThird
by state and county pubs
proved
services.
these
Sunday;
attend
each
to
10:15
Sunday School
age.then use as fresh yeast. At your
health °Metals. or for other
lie
pastor
Riggs,
A.
C.
church services 11 a m.
•
grocer's.
purposes of private recreation.
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill
The sale will be made subject to
Church services 11:00 am. Bethel
such rights as may be vested in
Calloway County to roads serving
--Sunday School 11:00 each Sunthe subdivision, and rights of inn es 2:45 p
.: d church
gress and egress will be granted or
Addiprovided for all lots sold.
tionally. the purchasers of certain
director of
Carmon M. Grah
lots bordering on the 376' contostr
hoot, anelevation of Kentucky Lake will be
the Murray Trainin
granted the right to Maintain and
nounced the appointment ot:Johnconstruct .water use facilities at lony Underwood. Newman, Ill.. as
cations below the 376' contour and
head of the school's health educaUpon plans approved in advance by
CAPS, LIDS
tion departmeht and athletic coach.
TVA together with suitable ingress
Underwood,- .a star athlete at
S. RUBBERS and egress to the waters of Kentuc, Murray Ste College, is a memky Lake, but not to interfere with
rug- twos in
Anti folioe,
TVA's statutory program for river
ber of. this year's graduating class
To 'Pt 'our oopy control and development. Furtherand will begin his new dirties next die II•11 blue Book.
your n•rne •n,1 address to- more, the purchasers of lots 9, 10.
seal
• September.
15 will be granted
_
CORPiNY, alsinels, Ind. 11. 12, 14. and
ItIt
the same rights with respect td the
nil!'CL'-11-1EDS!
READ ;
land adjoining lots 9. 12. 14. and 15
, below the 376' contour elevation.
I Said land will be sold subject to
I an express condition that it shall
' be used only for the purpose of
constructing, maintaining, and using
a private" summer residence thereon. or for other purposes (if private recreation, upon the breach of
which the Tennessee Valley AuViority. or Its successors, shall have the
right to re-enter and take possession of laid land.
Said property will be coneeyed
by a special warranty deed subject
only to such reservations, exceptions, restrictions and/or conditions as may be mentioned above.
The Seller reserves the right to reject any and all bids
Nor
Done this 31st day of May. 1946:
TENNESSEE VALLEY
11/1(1 -V. rat lie \tasted in only
ork
of
Inoiltgs
ah(I
jow l t itt ino
your ear
AUTHORITY
If the heart of it motor is still strong - give
One-half hour iii
Agent of the United States of
Which sail!
Improved appearance eith a professional paint job
America
years ago it
make it look factory.fresh no matter how many
By Geo. M. Baker,
today
-studio
auto
Chief Land Division.
ame off the assembly Doe! Drive into our
More particular information re-and have a better tooltIri,; car ready for summer.
garding the }and above described
and the provisions of the special
warranty deeds may be obtained
from V. L. Stanton. Parisian Building, 119 1-2 East Washington Street,
I Fi EfHONE sol
Paris, Teftnessee, and John W. NewOver Dale & Stubblefield 'Drug store
Ray Buckingham
Highway
Hazel
and
9th
South
('OWN MOORE
man, P. O. Box 458, Decatur, AlaLON TREA ATHAN
041
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F..
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J20c
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Just Before Hail Struck!

JARS

Do Folks Call Your Car A "Jalopy?"
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Stays fresh _on your pantry shelf

PROTECT YOUR TOBACCO WITH INSURANCE

Murray Insurance Agency
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frHE thrilling Indianapolis 500-mile Sweepstakes is
equal to 50,000 miles of ordinary driving. And this
year, for the twenty-third consecutive time, Firestone
Tires were on the winning car.
Imagine the punishment those tires took as they
pounded and pulled over the grinding,tearing, blistering
pavement at speeds far faster than you will ever driye!
Could you ask for any more convincing evidence of
extra safety and extra wear!
When you buy new tires, remember that your life
may depend on their safety. Why take chances when
Firestone De Luxe Champions cost no more than
ordinary tires? Come in and see the new rayon cord
Firestone De Luxeochampion Tires today.
oFta•on cnird hod& In site ft .10 and larger. earraYaryannh cotton
cord Iwidies in arnaller sszmr. until more rayon is a.salable
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UP TO 60% MORE NON.
UP TO SS% STRONGER SKID ANGLES-New
-New Rayon Safti. Said-Grip Tread pro.
Sured(ArrdBody gives
vides extra proteetion
extra protection
against skidding.
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THE ONLY TIRES MADE THAT ARE
SAFETY -PROVED ON THE SPEEDWAY
FOR YOUR PROTECTION ON THE HIGHWAY
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